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Abbreviations:
n. - nomen
adj. - adjective
v. - verb
conj. - conjunction
opp. - opposite to >
imp. - imperative
Mal. - of Malay origin
Engl. - of English origin
cf. - confere = compare
2nd - alternative term (in-law term cf. sangai)
> - Momogun term similiar
NN - name of (nomen nominandum)
Tupak - Bengkoka-Dialect
Gons. - Gonsomon dialect
Nulu - Nulu dialect
s.th. - something
s.o. - someone
s.b. - somebody
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aba-aba, n. carrier on shoulder, rucksack
abai, n. room or space above ceiling, cf vahat
abal, v. to be the same, be alike; miabal of same
size, quality, quantity
abas, v. to be tired, to be fed up with; nabasan
being fed up with doing
abil, n. rice falling around planting hole
abpai, v. to put on top of; mabpai to get on top
of cf sapai, lapai
abu. v.
abun, v. to mix food, make a one-pot-meal
ada, v. to throw away cf idu; miada to separate,
divorce each other; mangada husband divorcing
wife; mokiada wife wanting to be divorced;
kada-no! imp. Don't do it
adas, v. to be ambidextreous
adat, n. rule, custom, obligation (a-milo-milo
masti)
adau, n. day, sun pl. inadahan; manangadau n,
dry season
ade, conj. exclamation of surprise
adong, n. NN of rice (black rice)
adsa, adsa it ontolu, kinadsaan
adzip, v. to press together, to fix; mangadzip to
fix (of wall material); nodzipan pressed down
between
agai, v. to commit adultery; miagai -with each
other; kumiagai - as male, mokiagai as female
partner
agang, v. to make a clearance in jungle as sign of
ownership of future clearance, n. future rice-field
agas, v. to throw down
agat, v. to accompany bridgegroom; minagat n.
best man at wedding
agil, v. to boast oneself; miagil to boast with one
another
agong, n. gong; miagong v. to beat gongs in
rythm
agum, n. seashell, used for making lime
ahab, v. to get near, to approach
ahak, v. to draggle, to pull along
ahas, v. to inspect traps (sulung, bubu, azup,
subal), 2. to supervise friends
ahau, v. to make a feast after harvest; magahau,
n. service of offering at harvest feast
ahid, v. to pull out
ahup, v. to take from neighbour
ahus, adj. graced, superficial wound
ai, conj. exclamation of exitement
ajal, v. (mal.) to teach, to learn
aji, v. - to pray, to ask for, mangaji

aka, n. eldest brother; manangaka to call eldest
brother
akal, v. to deceive, be clever; kiakal person of
wisdom (mal)
akan, v. to eat, mangakan; monginakan to eat
together; moginakan to make a big meal , to
feast
akas, v. to be ready for a fight
aki, n. grandfather; manangaki to call
grandfather; muaki n. grandchild of
Aki-aki, n. NN of spirit (vicious towards men)
akid, v. to take off from fire, mangakid
akob, v. to be greedy
akub, v. to take from neighbour cf. ahup and
akum
akum, v. to take without right, to steal without
being seen, take secretly
akun, v. to admit fault, agree to offence made
akut, v. to carry off bit by bit mangakut
alad, n. wing; nalad page cf. talad v. to work
side by side
alahan, n. undergrowth, liane (vakau, roun)
alai, v. to bypass, to leave out, to omit; mangalai
v. alazan adj. omitted
alang, v. to do (be) halfheartedly; alang-alang
adj. undecided; magalang v. to lose leaves, of
trees like ipil, kupang, rugadin, kolopioi, kapok,
marampalavang, n. season of bare trees
alap, v. to take cf. anu
alapau, n. foundling (anak do govuton)
alat, v. to be apart; alatan, adj stretched out,
taut; pialatan, n. distance, space in between
ali-ali v. to be well, be healthy
alis, v. to shave mangalis
alud, n. boat; mingalud v. to travel by boat
aluk, v. to talk into, to convince s.o.
alun-alun, n. road, track (mal)
alus, v. to quieten, to calm down; alus adj.
smooth, even, level, sleek, clean
ama, n. father; manangama v. to call s.o. father
amad, v. to shape wood for coffin mangamad
amai, n. uncle, honorific title for elder man;
kamaman n. uncle, cf. inai and > kominan, n.
aunt
ambalat binding of handle of jungle knife;
mangambalat v. to bind in, fix ...
ambat, v. to answer, to respond cf. timpa;
olugambat n. person who answers for others
without even understanding the question
ambaza, n. friend, bosom-friend, crony cf.
anggai
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ambit, n. pocket cf. pakit (engl.)
amit, v. to get strength from spirits, mangamit
(by use of amulets)
ampal, v. to throw a shadow in the evening
ampangil, n. ankle
ampas, v. to prepare an excuse, mangampas
ampau, n. top, top, position, on top, opp. sahau
under; mangampau, v. to give; miampau, to exchange; nampahan, adj. given to you
ampun, v. to ask for forgiveness (Mal.=to
forgive)
amu negation, no; mang-amu, v. to negate
amul, v. to melt, dissolve, adj. not sharp of
cutting tools = a-kotogu
amung, v. to add, to join, mamung intr.;
mangamung trans. miamung to add to each
other

friends (close); tumanggai v. wanting to make
friends, be friendly
anggan, v. to compete, cf. lavan; mianggan v.
two competing together, kumianggan to challenge
anggat, v. to sound in accordance, manggat
anggip, v. to pinch, to nip
anggol, adj. same, likewise, of same size
anggom, n. NN of wood
anggu, mianggu, v. to work together, kopianggu, to do together,
angid, n. small hook
angil-angil, n. lumbago, backache
angkakis, n. little finger
angkala, v. to chirp (of lizard)
angkan, adl. nearly, hardly
angkap, n. sheath of sword, jungle knife; v.
pangkap to sheath, put into sheath
angkat, v. to borrow, mangkat; mangangkat to
lend
angob, v. to fit into, mangob
angod, adj. delicious, tasty
angus, adj. smelly, half rotten
aning-aning, n. side wiskers of female
anit, v. to skin, remove shell or bark; manganit
manit, skin coming off
ansak, v. to be ripe or cooked, mansak slang.to
be mad, drunk,
ansal, n. fence, cf. kurung; mangansal, v. to
make fence
ansang, adj. undivisible, uneven nunmber; inansangan, the uneven one
ansap, v. to flatten surface, mangansap
ansip, v. to be squeezed in (cf. hantip)
anta, v. to get into position to hit or strike;
manganta to get ready for strike
antad, v. to originate, to be from, (cf. <pasok>;
inantadon, n. the origin, antad sid =preposition
from
antai, v. to make false promise
antan, v. to make a pair
antas, v. to make a short cut, mantas diversion
antolop, v. to follow dog hunting mangantolop
antom, v. to do something with a bad will, to bit
lips in anger, to set the teeth
antop, v. to nail, mangatop,
antu, n. a good-for nothing; mangantu v. to b e
a good for nothing
mantu, v. to accept, let things happen,
antub, antub n. crown, helmet
anu, v. to take away, to take
anzup, v. to be subjected to

anak, n. child, seedling, pl. anganak; v. maganak
to have children; paganakan n. uterus;
misinganak to play, to behave as child; mananganak to keep as child; anak vagu n. young
male, unmarried, bachelor 2nd. mythical figure
of legend; anak do mato n. cornea; anak dot a-po
nemongo n. aborted foetus, not viable
anat, v. to stretch, of iron, when getting hot;
manganat i basi, jaramin
anau, adj. fresh of water, opp. osin
andaha, n. cock; magandaha v . to visit
relations, friends
andahau, n. NN of female spirit with breasts,
which takes children who are breastfed; valai dot
andahau fern of large size, v. to start a big fight,
pick a quarrel
andai, adj. level, even; andai-andai to be unconscious through poisoning
andak, v. to jump about, to dance, magandak
andang, adj. usual, usually, usual way of cf.
undang2, n. side of boat, jeep, mortar, bus
andap, v. to spread, of fire; n. nandap place
where fire spread and burned all cf. handap
andui, v. to mark, ear-mark for time of usage
(tree, girl), cf. bumbung
andus, n. spear, used in peace talks, sign of
peace; v. mandus to be peaceful, mangandus to
make peace; miandus make peace between two,
with one another, cf. taru
angarau, adj. dry of, (fruit, vegetable) not
fresh(from heat)
anggag, v. to be happy
anggai, n. friend, bosom friend; mianggai to be
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apad, n, verandah; mangapad, v. to guard, to
fight for, to defend
apat, n. four (number)
apid, n. second wife; magapid, v. to take a
second wife; mokiapid, v. to want to be taken as
second wife
apil, v. mangapil, v. to bribe; mokiapil, v. to ask
for bribe, be corrupt,
apin, v. to hold at a distance, because it is hot
use pot holders (rice pot, meat pan)
apis, v. to be flat, empty, level, even
apod, v. to defend
apol, n. husk, empty grains
apon, n. fishing line, angle; magapon, v. to fish
with angle, to try to catch, find supporters, lay
bait
apoi, v. to wave, to give hand signals,
apou, n. lime; magapou, v. to make lime. 2nd:to
make offerings, 3rd:to smear lime on wounds for
healing purpose together with offering
apui, n. fire (mal. api); mangapui v. to light a
fire
apu(v) v. mangapuv to collect what others threw
away; osingkapu adj. adopted child, step child
arab, v. to fall out, to get wasted (of grain)
arak, v. to break (of wood) cf. ungarak
arak, n. alcohol, spirit, (Mal.)
arau, v. to be in a hurry. to hurry cf. santap,
hago
arip, n. spleen; mangarip, v. to be malariasick(of child)
arong, n. charcoal (made of wood= ohum)
aru, v. mangaru
arus, v. to flatten rottan,
asa, v. mangasa to sharpen with stone; pangasa,
n. grinding stone
asab, v. to have bad luck
on account of killing or hurting >gantaralan =
echse (a curse)
asak, v. masak to seep away, to ooze away
asil, v. to allow, to permit
asin, n. salt; mangasin, v. to salt
asip, v. to believe, to follow, to trust, obey;
nasip, n. fortune of person, one's end
aso, adj. none, pakaso, v. to nullify (a-iso=not
one)
asok, v. to plant hill-rice v. mangasok
asu, n. dog; magasu, v. to hunt with dogs
asuv, v. to enter, to go into
atag, v. to store, to repair, v. mangatag; matag,
v. to get better, to recover

atak, v. to bleach
atan, v. to plan, to consider cf. kiro
atap, v. to winnow mangatap; pangatapan, n.
winnower
atas, v. to be ready to die
atod, v. to bring, to accompany, cf. ovit;
mokiatod, v. to ask to be accompanied
atoi, n. liver (mal. hati) also = ongkovizau
atok, conj. exclamation of surprise
avan, sky
avas, v. mangavas to deepen
avau, n. smell, v v. mangavau to spice food
avi, v. mangavi to finish, to bring ~ ~; mavi, v.
to come to an end; magavi, v. to do with all
possible strength; sokoviai, adj. all present,
everybody
avol, v. mangavol to weave; inovulan adj.
wooven
avu, n. ash
avuk, v. to be drunk, unconscious, to faint;
magavuk, to be a drunkard
azag, v. to sieve,
azai, v. to do repeatedly, frequently,
azam, n. tameness, pangazam, domestic animal;
mangazam, v. to make tame
azid, .v. to sway in wind
azou, v. to provoke, to be aggressive, to
challenge cf. saap
azup, n. trap for animals; mangazup to make
traps, make fence against mouse deer, cf. tobon,
monobon

baag, v. to rape woman (maag-baag); binaagbaag dialo it ondu diri she was raped by him
baal, v. to get building material =babaal;
mokibabaal, to go for building material
babak, v. mamabak to break ( glass, china,
crockery), n. 2nd name for female
babang, v. to shine, light indirectly
babat, v. to make clearance for building site;
mamabat cf. agang
babo, v. mamabo to carry on back, cf. tabil;
boboon, n. carrier
babol, v. to have a full mouth when eating;
sumibabol, nababol = a mouthfull
babong, v. mabong to sink in, to get stuck in m
ud, cf. nalabong, kubong
babut, v. mamabut to be ravenous, to be greedy
badi, n. market-agreement for a certain day of
the week or consequence of days where people of
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different races meet for exchange of their products:no weapons are allowed on the ground, cf.
tamu (mal) and tuhunan, pasal,
bading, v. mamading to not naming by names, to
indicate only; obodingan adj.
badung, n. sword of head hunter
bagahak, n. broken back bone, nabagahakan
bagog, v. to cluck
bahagi, n. part, portion; mamahagi to divide,
distribute prepositional = towards, belonging to,
concerning
bahal, n. juice of coconut flower.alcoholic drink
bahanan, n. herd of sheep, cows, buffaloes etc.
bahanda, v. to advise, to counsell
bahang, n. shine, glow, binahang cf. titiu, sirou
baharas, adj. visible at great distance
baharu, adj. recovered from sickness; akabaharu-oku I am not quite well yet
bahavos, v. to be open, free, cleared; abahavos,
adj. free, open, empty, a-tolikud
bahazan, n. behaviour, character, cf. buatan
manner, aso bahazan = bad behaviour, ill-mannered
bahul, n. lullaby, song of mother to child;
mamahul, v. to sing to child,
bakal, v. mamakal to prepare beforehand, to
propose cf. umpai, n. proposal, choice
bakas, n. wild pig
bakul, n. basket
bala, adj. really, of course, expression of
surprise, in fact,
balakui, v. to try, to start, to find out cf. tiim
balan, v. to make a psplint for broken leg, a
support by lining,
balang, n. leprosy, ulun do kibalang, a leper
balanga, n. small jar, cf. kuron, bantil pot for
cooking or frying
balangkat, n. hardness
balanja, n. daily food cf. koposizon, ihoru;
mamalanja v. to provide daily food
balik, v. to go back, return, turn inside out cf.
balek(mal), uli umbalik=to go home
balud, v. mamalud to tie hands, to bind,
balukun, n. porcupine
balun, adj. fruitless, in vain
bambalan, n. partition between wall or floor
bambang, v. mamambang to beat with a stick
bamban, n. button
bambangan, n. fruit of jungle.
Bambarazan, n. NN of spirit of rice
Bambazang, n. NN of bird

bambol, v. mamabol, to take a chance, to try to
hit as lucky path to hit luck by chance
banal, adj. real, true, proper (mal. benar);
mamanal, v. to support as true, pronounce as
true; kabanaran, right. truth
Banaran, n. crayfish, lobster
banat, n. shirt, dress; manambanat, to dress, put
on a shirt
bandu, n. measurement =10 gallons cf. gantang
bandui cf. bantui
bandut, n. holder of saddle, belt towards tail
bang conj. if(irrealis) in case it would be cf.
<mal. jikalau cf. realis =ong
Bangak, n. NN of bird; mamangak, v. to cry
beyond measures, to be very tearful
bangat, v. to be fed up, be tired of food, work,
people; abangat, adj.fed up with cf. abas
Bangau, n. NN of little basket containing offerings for spirits >rusod> in each pagan family
part of the longhouse >not to be touched!
banggala, n. male goat, buffalo
bangkai, n. body of deceased, cf. buntung corpse
bangkavan, n. liane, material for roofing plates
>sorut
bangkung, v. mamang-kung to knock ankles
together in dance
bangol, adj. very full, cf. opusok
bangus, adj.abangus torn n. torn nose of buffalo
bansa, n. people, race, kind of( Mal.bangsa)
bansahan, n. rudder of boat, v. to flock to place
of feeding, be attracted to
bantal n. cushion, pillow
Bantang, n. (Aki Bantang) mythical figure in
legend father of Rungus people
bantil, n. small jar
bantug, v. mamantug to honour, n. title, honour
bantuk, n. method of work, way of process of
work
bantui, v. to belong to an unit, be piece, part of
mass
barabat, v. to speak(talk)only the most
necessary, give only exposition of something
barai, v. mamarai to pay debts, pay off, cf.
parai>rice (debts used to be paid in rice)
baraling, v. to indicate, suggest, imply;
mamaraling to assume
baraja, v. to be kind to/ abaraja, adj.friendly,
pleasant cf. osuau
barakas, adj. eroded of (soil), cf. tarakas
barana, v. to encounter, to be confronted with,
be open to
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barang, n. thing, article, goods
barangkas, n. horse-shoe-crab v. barangkason
>changing with the wind, as tail of b.turns
baramatok, n. glasses, spectacles
barat, n. storm, wind 2nd:ribut; v. mumbarat to
be stormy, windy
Barat, n. West as opp. top Timur >East
baraza, v. manambaraza, to insult s.o.
barazit, n. carrying basket for male without lid
baril, adj. uneven, ugly
baris, n. line, row mamaris, v. to get in line; v.
mimbaris to put in line,
bariu, v. to squint
barou, adj.abarou dark, abarou-barou time after
nightfall 8 p.m.
barud, n. calf of leg
barus, n. brush (engl.)

bintorung, n. vegetable,
bintuu, n. torchlight
binulugu, n. lump of rice
binurangus, n. water container, made of bamboo
cf. tangga
birang, v. to separate, to sort out
biransang, v. to be strengthened, to reinforce
body
biras, n. related by marriage, husband of sister in
law opp. longuon >langu
biri, v. monombiri to look at, cf. sirot, imot,
timpan
biring, n. carbuncle in neck; v. momiring to carry in the crook of arm
birod, v. to get strength in sleep, recover
bituanon, n. widow (er), still of marriageable age
bizod, n. wind, unpredictable
bizuho, n. far off thunder
bobog, v. momobog to hit, strike without
instrument; mibobog to hit each other
bohol, adj. obohol broken, useless
bobolizan, n. priestess cf. boli v. to appease/pay
cf. 2nd>vinazug
bobou, adj.n. dumb
bodung, n. sea-snake
bogil, n. name of tree, good for making plough
trunks
bogizuvon, n. strong wind, thunderstorm,
typhoon
bogong, v. to buzz
bogul, n. hollow tone
bohog, adj. obohog, deep, of sound , bass
opp.>otongi high
bohobukon. adj. eaten by woodworm cf. bubuk
>chaff
bohul, adj. mistuned, of sound of githarr not
properly tuned
bohunggun, n. name of sea-snail
bokou, n. name of wasp (black and poisonous
bokusan, n. name of sour fruit in jungle
bokuvis, n. tusk, fang of boar
bokut, v. to be bent by age
bola, n. ball, (mal)
boli, v. momoli to buy (mal.>beli, 2nd: to appease, bring offerings >monogit, n. name of
castrated pig of >monginan-length used for
offering >monogit
bolikung, adj.obolikung queer, crazy, distorted,
confused in speech, behaviour
bolinatong, n. name of black snake,
bolingangasan, n. name of tree

basa, v. mamasa to read (mal.bacha)
basai, v. to be like mad
basalag, n. tent
basi, n. iron, steel (mal.besi)
batad, n. name of vegetable (like sweet
cucumber)
batil, v. to stutter, stammer
batos, v. to ascertain, to certify; adj. olumbatos
certain, direct, frank, open in talk; n. kabatasan
treaty, agreement
batul, adj.abatul valuable, cf. akatul
bavang, n. river, brook, cf. vosoi >hill river
bavil, v. to tease
bawang, n. onion (mal.) cf. kanda
bazang, n. name of wood; n. bambazangan
name of bird
bazaki, v. to satisfy, to overfeed
bazazat
bida, n. thistle, difference, pibidaan difference of;
v. momida to differ, differentiate
bidsuol, adj. unlodged joint
bilad, v. mibilad to try strength with fingers,
arms cf. anggan, lavan
bilotug, v. to eat vegetable uncooked
binasa, v. mominasa to perish, kobinasaan peril
cf. pasa
binahang, v. shine, glory cf. ompiling, garau
binatang, n. longhouse cf. Mal. binatang>animal
binduan, n. transgressor, trespasser, convict
bingkang, adj. spread out, of legs, astride
binit, v. mominit to pinch, to tweak
bintanok, n. maiz-cake (lopot do dalai)
Bintingavan, n. NN of spirit
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bolintang, n. current of river water.meeting tide
at river mouth; v. momolintang to oppose,
contradict cf. saap
bolirang, n. sulphure
bolitan, n. name of reed near sea
bolobou, n. dew
boloji, n. bucket,
bololong, n. darkness cf. bolong
bolong, v. to sleep deeply, adj. obolong
bolonginitan, n. place at the end of nowhere
bolontos, n. name of tree
bolot, v. to block river or brook
boloti, adj. oboloti slow, negligent (of work)
bolou, adj. obolou blind, n. a blind person
bolung, n. jelly-fish with black streaks,
poisonous
bolung mangazou, n. portugiese tug of war
bolungkahang (on)v. to be upset after death of
relatives
bombong, n. end of longhouse, closure of roof,
lit. perfect, of total knowledge >priestess; v.
momombong to close, finish
bomborian, n. name of tree
bondi, v. to live at expense of others cf kudamus
bonduk, v. to repeat a speech
bonging, n. name of beetle, making big holes in
wood
bongit, n. beard
bongkirou, n. small mushroom, fungus
(poisonous) 2nd; name of spirit with bad smell
bongkirod, adj. steadily, working st.
bongkok, b. frog
bongkol, n. name of wood (easily rotten with
fungus)
bongkung, adj. one-eyed, swollen eye, black
eyed
bongol, n. otter
bongung, adj. deaf
bongut, v. to speak, to utter,
mumbongut
bontong, v. to be unable to speak
boribud, v. to drill, n. drill
bonturong, n. sign of ripeness of sirce,
borigon, n. lice of rice
boriling, adj. alongside of hill
borizu, n. typhoon
borobok, v. to gurgle
borong, n. borong-borong name of flat fish
boros, v. momoros to speak, talk, n. speach,
word, talk,
borosin, v. to sneeze, cf- ontihop

borud, n. backbone of leaf, blade of leaf of
palmtree
borulong, adj. startled, cf. ogolivong
borunsut, n. pig trap
borusal, n. large wave which is not breaking
boruvas, n. name of tree
bosing, n. squirrel
bosongo, n. sickness, swollen cheek, face
>mumps?
bosou, v. to revive from sickness, recover,
bosuk, v. to be stupid, cf. lovong
bosul, n. not quite full moon (l2.-l3th day of
moon)
botung, n. lake, small lake
bozig, v. to be obedient, cf. obinsuhut
bozigi, adj. soft-hearted, obedient
bozon, b. praying mantis, mantis religiosa
bozongo, n. mumps cf. bosongo
bovang, n. bear, (mal. beruang)
buatan, n. form, appearance
bubu, n. pot, basket for catching fish, wickertrap
bubuha, n. spirit of dead, appearing on land near
grave or place of death
bubuk, n. bran, of rice, sawdust
bubukan, n. perfect condition
bubul, v. to cook until mashy, mash together n.
mashed food for children
bubungut, n. jar
bubus, n. leak, hole obubuk adj. leaky, broken
bubut, n. bag for flour, rice, container, >obubut;
sombubutan, b. one unit, including everybody
bubutan, b. chimney
bugang, n. imaginary bird of very large size,
able to carry water buffaloes
buhal, v. mongimbuhal to insult, use bad
language, to swear
buhazo, n. crocodile (mal.buaya)
buhis, v. to share, give away cf. mamahagi
buhog, adj. brown, rusty
buhou, adj. grey
bukak, n. way of planting in circles
bukakang, n. bridle, rein for horse
bulahug, n. small amount of water
bulai, v. mimbulai to come into being, appear;
mongimbulai to make appear
bulat, adj. deadly coloured
bulavan, n. gold
bulukun, n. porcupine, ant-eater
bulun, v. adj. to try, to dare, daring
buluntung, n. rainbow
bulungkut, v. to overgrow
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ground,
butut,
buus, n. small jar,
buut, adj. long, late, cf. alaid
buvatan, n. glade, open space between trees,
jungle as grazing ground for animals
buvol, n. murmuring of wind,
buvut, v. mimbuvut to wrap with cloth
buzang, n. veneral disease
buzazad, n. bait, lure, attraction

bumbung, v. to designate, to earmark (tree, girl,
for later usage, marriage
bundu, n. fruit, of jungle
bundu dahau, n. fruit, ciku
bunggung, v. to shake in container
bungkang, n. fowl
bungkus, n. paket, parcel, bundle
bungkut, v. to be held up, to be confined
bungou, adj. dull, stupid, simple, silly, foolish,
faulty
bungug, n. rubber
bunguran, n. kind of banane, manila hemp
bunsaring, n. nose ring of buffalo
bunsog, adj. noisy, loud
buntud, n. parson's nose, tail bit of chicken
buntui, n. plant with root, somehow edible
buntul, adj. soft,
buntung, n. corpse
bunui, v. to pull on a long lead
burambun, n. small bells fixed to cerimonial
dress
buringot, n. spider, small
buris, adj. piebold, of two colours
burubuk,n. pibubu-rubukan,
burul, n. hill, small mountain
burundus, v. to go without purpose, go for mere
distraction
burung, v. to grumble, make discontented murmuring
burunsi, v. to embroider, to seam dress
burunsud, n. trap with entering hole
burudsu, v. to go together
buruvak, n. name of bird which likes to boost
itself; v. momuruvak to show off, boost like a
crow
buruvid, v. to roll a roller
burusud, n. abdomen
busongi, n. cheek-bone
busul, n. bottom, back part
busus, v. to sing with somebody else
butak, n. mud, adj. obutak,
dirty, cf. luntak
buti, n. life-boat
butid, n. haemorhoid,
butigil, v. to bite teeth, to suppress anger, cf.
tigil
butil, v. to eat in great haste, always with full
mouth
butiza, n. pearl
butsok, adj. inconsiderate, cf. obungou
butul, v. momutul to cut, to shave n. grazing

dadal, v. to come alongside
dadang, v. to dry near fire, bake, roast
dagang, v. dumagang to trade, buy, midagang
buy and sell
dagup, v. mongindagup to wash face
dahampa, adj. bushy of trees
dahava, v. dumahava to defend, deny accusation.
argue; midadahava to argue, discuss controversely
dahu, v. mindahu to come down, step down
(from house, tree)
dakal, adj.adakal sizeable, adakaran
dakod, v. mindakod to go up, climb steps, tree
(cf. tukad)
dalai, n. maize, sweet corn
dalapis, v. to lie flat on the back
dalid, v. mundalid to shoot, sprou t again n.
sprout (new)
dalihu, v. to be dizzy
dalin, v. to change, transfer cf. salin
dalus, n. name of shell (as oyster-shell)
damat, n. wound, v. to wound adj. wounded
2nd>fig. well learned, well taken
damil, adj.adamil wet, of grass
dampai, adj. flat
dampal, v. dumampal to have result, fruit, carry
fruit
danda, n. fine (mal. denda)v. to fine someone
dangau, n. span of index finger and thumb cf.
rangau >ca. 8 inch =sandangau Sandangau name
of gong of this size
dangkal, v. to warp, come apart
dapat, adj. able, possible, gettable (mal.)
dapit, v. to cover completely(field with seeds)
daradau, v. mongindaradau to want, expect
more cf. hambil
darapas, v. to pass by midarapas to encounter
darun, v. dumarun to rain n. rain adj.odorunan
rained on
davai, v. netting, wire
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davo, n. grain of millet
davot, v. 2nd of rikot to come, arrive at
dazang, n. daughter of rich person fig.first hit,
instant luck
dazap, n. old jungle knife, often smithened, rusty
dazou, v. mongindazou to praise cf. razou
dazung, n. sling, seesaw v. dumazung to swing
dengaran, n. ringfinger
dila, n. tongue v. dumila to lick
dingas, v. mongodingas to touch face.brush hair
or sweat from face
dirat, adj. highly inflammable
dival, v. to break bones
dodom
dodos, adj. ododos rough of sea v. dumodos to
roughen
dodtol, v. mongododtol to tease, to mock,
dohong, v. mundohong to roar, to thunder
dohuzung, v. to go on after, to stay over night
dolou, n. voice, tune
dolu-po ong, conj. even if, cf. mal.walau-pun
dompil, v. dumompil to come close to sea-shore
in order to land
domburan, n. ends of burned fire-wood with
glowing ashes
domon, adj. tame, peaceful opp.akahag
dompihot, v. dumompihot to get ready for
journey, to pack
dompul, n. name of tree
donsul(on), adj. fresh, uncooked (of food)
dontol, v. to stammer, speak inarticulately;
adj.odontol filled up, full with.
Dontol, n. NN of deity
doot, adj. odoot greedy, avaricious; v. dumoot,
mongodoot to be a stint
dopupit, v. to take care, be careful cf. pipit
doraka, v. monond>. to rebell, oppose cf. durhaka (Mal)
dorivit, adj. sloping, one-sided loaded
doromon, v. to be careful
dorol, n. tight stitching or sewing
dorong, adj. tardy, to be stupid
doropis, v. to feel one's way along wall
dovurit, v. to gossip, be talkative, adj.odovurit
duat, v. mongoduat, dumuat to question, ask,
dudu, v. to touch, to get close to
dudul, v. to land
dugut, v. mongindugut to collect piece by piece
duku, n. puppy
dula, v mongodula to spit, n. spit, saliva

dulang, n. wooden plate
dulung, n. bow of ship, 2. splinter
dulut, v. to be inseparable companions cf.
ondulut
dumpau, v. dumumpau to tumble, stumble, fall
into; mongodumpau to knock into
dundung, n. shelter against sun, rain
dundup, v. to beat, hit against wall etc.
dungap, adj. big-headed odudungap
Dungap, n. name of fish
dungit, n. dirt, adj. odungit dirty
dungot, n. dirt in nose 2.blight of rice
dungu, v. dumungu to kiss ,midungu kiss one
another
dunsong, v. to throw somebody into something
dunsul, n. hammer, v. mongodunsul to hammer
duntup, v. to knock into, strike, hit into, ram into
duog, n. name o bird, kind of owl, screech-owl;
cf. rinduog heavy cloud
duom, v. to nibble at things, eat small quantities
dupot, n. animal, general term for animals
duragan, n. dead animal in jungle
durala, adj. mischievous, naughty,
durong, n. dirt of body, adj. odurong dirty
durung,
dusomut, adj.working slowly, never finishing
duvaling, v. mongod..
speaking without naming
names, matters or things
duvolingon, oduvaling
Duvarung, n. NN of spirit
duvat, v. tunduvat, to turn head over heals,
summersault
duvo, adj. two, miduvo the two of them; induvo
twice, i koduvo the second kenduvo the second
time
duza, v. to be used
duzan, n. wax of bees, cf. rilin
duzuv, v. to ge to the very end, investigate
gaan, adj. light, easy (of weight)
gading, n, ivory
gadul, n. brass container
gagal, v. to vibrate, shake with tears or exitement
n. tears, exitement
gagap(an)v. be paralysed with terror
gagarahan, n. anus
gagat, n. moth
gagau, v. to stir, turn for drying purpose
gagut, v. gumagut to brawl, quarrel, pick a fight;
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migagut to quarrel with one another
gahas, v. maggahas to inspect trap >sulung,
tavos, bubu, azup
gahui, adj. agahui thin opp. olomu, olombon
gaji, n. salary, wages cf. suul; v. gumaji work
for wages, to earn money
gala, v. to make waterproof with resin
galak, adj. agalak talkative; v. munggalak to be
a talker, keep on talking
galakoi, v. to climb up cf. mindakod
galaman, n. genius (of knowledge)person having
experience g. manakau >thief
galang, v. to loose leaves (seasonal shed of
leaves as in winter in Europe cf. ipil, kapok,
kolopioi marampalavang trees
galanut, n. mother hurrying in marrying daughter
off before settlement
galat, n. pocket knife
galong, n. roll of wire, rope, thread; v. mangagalong to wind, roll up
galuk, v. to roll a field with roller cf. buruvid
gama, v. mangagama to make, produce gumama
to work; gamaon, n. work to be done,
gambal, n. (mal) picture, photograph etc.; v.
mangagambal to make p., drawing
gambaza, b. cf. ambaza title when addressing
close friend
gambil, cf. kampil n. congredient for chewing
(mal. gambir)
gamboi, v. to hang over edge, overlap
gam, conj. on the contrary cf. inoi nga >but, not
only
gamit, v. mangagamit to catch, to grasp
gampang, v. to be hindred, have interference
from
gamut, n. root; v. magamut to sit near fire in
order to get warm
gandai, v. to run against, attack in order to win
time
gandal, v. mangagandal to load on buffalo, carry
with load on back and front
gandang, n. name of gong, v. to beat a g.-gong
2. to look after
gandas, n. skin disease of dog
gandum, n. wheat (mal), v. to know, to
remember (gonduman)
gangas, n. name of tree 2.allergy >rash from
g.tree
gangau, n. noise adj.kogangau noisy
ganggalung, n. neck rings made of brass, v. to
boil, bubble (of rice)

ganggan, n. used clothes, every day dress
ganggas, v. to colour, change colour (of leaves)
ganggom, v. to be near
gangi, n. frying pan
gangis, v. to grow thin
gangou, v. to be in trouble
ganit, v. to wound somebody
gansing, n. rag, torn clothes
gantai, v. to lift up
gantang, n. measurement =gallon l gantang=l4
supa
gantaralan, n. small waran
ganti, v. gumanti to change mangaganti to
exchange, substitute; n. gontizan thread for
embroidery; gontiai imperativ in Rungus gontizai
>Tupak
gantung, n. jar with wide opening cf. panding
gapang, n. broken edge of knife, of any cutting
edge; adj.agapang broken, torn of edge
gapas, adj. torn, of nose of buffalo, frayed out,
n. 2. cotton
gapid, n. twin
gapit, v. to hit each other
gapus, v. to embrace with force, hold fast,
overcome
gara, v. gumara to be noisy, to shout
garagadi, n. saw
garak, n. gonorrhea cf. mugotok
garal, n. title, honour, high position
garang, v. to bleat, (of sheep, goat)
garas, v. mangagaras to kill by beheading
garau, n. sun-ray
gari, v. to grunt (of pigs) mangagari
garing, v. to earmark (animals)
garip, n. to have teething trouble
garis, v. to draw a line in order to mark
garit, v. to grind a line into wood for marking
garut, n. ringworm, scabies
gata, n. frog (mal).
gatas, n. milk cf. susu v. magatas to suck
gatip, v. to press, n. outrigger of dug-out
gau, v. gumau to paddle, n. gagau paddle, rudder
gauk, v. mangagauk to mock, to laugh at
gavang, v. to wait, expect, to ambush cf. avang
gavi, v. to do with all strength cf. avi
gavit, v. to remind, be reminded
gavoi, v. to reach for something without touching it
gavul, v. to mix with, to join,
gayang, n. sword of long size
gazad, v. to lead, to guide
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gazat, v. to pull after, to draw (with force)
gazau, v. to boil, to cook, magazau; n, ginazau
cooked rice >uncooked=vagas unhusked=parai
gazo, adj. large, big; v. gumazo to get bigger, to
grow n. kogozoo =size
gazung, v. to be connected together; adj.
osinggazung complete, all together
giab, n. chip of wood from cutting
giang, v. to open gumiang, mongogiang
gibang, n. left opp. vanan right
gii, v. to tear off, break off (branches from tree)
gigiring, n. dress of priestess with bells cf.
burambun
gikung, v. to bend wood adj. ogikung elastic
gilad, adj. voluptuous
gili, v. to put down, to set forth
giling, adj. diagonal
gilo, v. to make silly
gilot, n. pocket knife
gima, conj. because, tu i gima =because of this
gimpu, n. wave v. to make waves
ginaka, v. mongoginaka, to rape
ginavo, n. emotional heart >life sometimes soul
ginazau cf. gazau n. cooked rice
gindang, v. to sway adj. ogindang inclined
towards
ginduvus, n. name of tree
gingis, v. top grow thin
ginis, n. kind, bogini-ginisan all sorts of
ginsang, v. to open floor, put floor boards aside
ginsom, n. meagerness, adj. oginsom meager
gintunuu, n. NN of spirit
gipa, n. crab cf. ongkuzu, kabou, sihal, banaran
gipil, v. to get dirty around mouth from chewing
girabang, n. twig, knag, knot of wood, crown of
tree
girang, n. lace
giransang, n. fence posts, crosswise put into
ground
giras, n. maggots
giring, n. small bells cf. gigiring >bells at
ceremonial dress of priestess v. to ring bells
girit, v. minggirit to get angry, monginggirit to
make angry
girizan, n. posts for young trees, fence, beanstalk
giru, v. to be loose, be not tight
gisol, n. goiter,
gituko, n. stomach
gituvo, n. threadworm, oxyrea
gizak, n. helm of boat; v. mongogizak to yell,
scream(of children or women)

gizu, v. to bounce onto
gizuk, n. caterpillar
givad, v. to turn, to be loose (of handle in tool)
gobu, v. to embrace (friendly)
gobuk, n. monkey, pigtailed macaque
godingan, n. elephant, cf. gading=tusk of >
godoi, v. mogodoi to sigh, to groan
gogok, v. to withdraw
gogol, v. to quarrel (of children and animals)
goliom, v. to take from others tobacco, rice etc.
in small quantities only
golivong, adj. disturbed, startled
golok, v. to boil, to bubble when boiling
golong, n. ring for arm (kind of bracelet for
woman); v. mongogolong to make circles, rings
golu, n. goholu wooden stick for pounding rice in
mortar
gombirizan, n. stag beetle
gombizau, n. plant of religious meaning; v.
mongombizau (of sea) to have hardly any tidal
impulse at time of quarter moon
gomos, v. to harvest unripe grains
gomu, n. V. D. veneral disease
gonding, n. skin of cucumber after drying, used
as an instrument for making noise like rattle; v.
mongogonding to make rattle noise (priestess);
v. migonding to dance with giring-giring
gondop, v. to last
gonggoi, v. to be adjacent, adjoining
gongou, v. minggogongoi to yell, cry, shout
gonguk(on) n. cough
gongus, v. to call (of turtles)
gonit, n. lightning cf. korud=thunder
gonop, n. All, sogonop alltogether (mal.genap)
gonsok, adj.noisy in the distance, cf. ogulou
gonsong, n. yaws of nose 2. syphilis?
gontong, v. to wed, hold wedding feast
mogontong
gontung, v. to swell up (as snake when
swallowing an animal like a pig
goos, adj.kogoos to be able, fit for
gopu, n. maize field, planted into old rice field; v.
gumopu to cut grass of harvested rice field in
order to plant maize/corn
goroi, n. gumoroi large jar
goromod, v. to finish, to complete
goropu(v), n. kind of rottan
goros, n. sound of being rotten
gorot, v. mongogorot to like, urge to do, have, be
eager to do to show ardency
gorovong, v. to break through
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goruk, v. to snore
gorung, v. to whizz n. sound of falling tree
gorus, v. to snore
gosing, n. shrub in secondary jungle with orange
flowers
gositup, adj. encircled, closed in, imprisoned
gosod, v. to assist contractions by pressing abdomen
gosun, v. to search for resin
gotok, n. fromboesy gotokon v. to suffer from fr.
goui, v. to roast, fry without oil, to toast
govuton, n. secondary jungle cf. gavut

gurab, v. to hunt with arrow
gurai, n. cleft palate or lip
guramit, v. mongo> to cut rice, one ear after the
other cf. omot with one hand
guras, v. to curse, to use bad language
gurimban, v. to change often without finishing
work first
guru, n. teacher (mal); v. mogguru to get magic
power from spirits by under- going special
exercises
gurunggum, v. to take in plenty, armfulwise a
handful
gusa, v. mongogusa to chase, to run after, to
follow someone
gutas, v. mongogutas to cut throu g h with a
single blow/stroke
gutika, v. to work with plans adj. ogutika well
planned
guung, n. knag, knot of branch of wood
guup, n. former word for >book cf. BUUK
guvail, v. to oppose, contradict, adj. naughty
guvang, v. to confront, cf. toguvang
guvas, n. stem, body
guvat, v. mingguvat to repeat word, sentence
mongingguvat
guzu, v. to shake, to tremble, to tremor (of land)

guak, v. to spit, to clear throat by spitting
gudan, n. person who likes to get unto bus, boat,
ship cf. udan v. to load mongudan
guiyan, n. an uncountable multitude, great
number; songguiyan not to be counted
guguk, v. to poke into hole
gugul, v. to tremble, adj. ogugul fearful
guling, v. to ask
gulita, n. octopus
gulonggong, n. noise of some distance
gulon, v. to choke
gulot, adj. ogulot unsteady
gulou, adj. ogulou noisy, v. to make noise, get
loud, fig. to make a fuss, to oppose
gulu, adj. ogulu before, early; v. mogulu
m.mamanau to go first, go ahead
guluk, n. knife
gulung, v. to wind up, to coil cf. galung, n. coil,
roll of wire, rope or thread
gumbang, n. wave, v. gumumbang to make
waves
gumbazo, n. giant which is stupid; n,
mogumbazo rice container made of bark containing up to 9-l0 bags of rice
gumu, adj. ogumu much, many, v. to encrease by
size or quantity
guna, n. use, usage, cause, honour; v. mongoguna to honour, to use appropriately
gundol, n. lead 2. weights of fishing net made of
g.
gunggung, v. to clean inside, wash inside
gunsapou, n. barrel made of wood
guntun, n. person who likes to block everything
(way, river, other people), a sit-about
gunut, v. to pull hair out
guol, n. root plant similiar to yams
gupu, v. gugupon womb, uterus
gura, adj. swaying

haba, v. humaba to fall, to lean towards
habal, n. news, cf. mal.khabar; v. mangahabal
to tell, relate a story, news muhabal; mihabalhabal to tell each other
hada, v. to flatten (of undergrowth, )press down
to steamroll jungle
hadan, adj. ahadan exhausted, half dead; v.
humadan to faint, huhumadan n. an epileptic
hadtong, adj. short and stocky, of person
haga, v. to draw water, wetness, n. wet salt
hagavo, n. kind of plum
hago, v. humago to speed, to hurry also >mangahago
hagut, v. to be taken along, to join undeliberately
be taken in
hajang, v. to encounter, to incur
hakang, adj. ahakang strong, v. humakang to get
strong
haki, v. to be pleased
hakod, n. foot, leg (also wheel of car)
hal, n. matter, question, problem, thing
halas, v. to derivate from
hali, adj. ahali beyong measures, very sick; v.
humali to get worse in illness
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koduvo-duvo =the other self
hatul, v. to settle, to order, to rule (mal. ator)
havang, v. to make offerings in order to get rich
havol, v. to feel one's way (of blind person) fig.
to be sly, be smart
havud, v. to keep back, hold b ack
havun, v. to swarm, n. swarm of bees
hazad, v. to catch water buffalo, to tame
higil, v. to smear, spread over (paste, paint,
blood)
higis, v. to put down, lay down
higong, adj.ohigong queer, not easy to be done,
not easily acces- sable
hijau, adj. ohijau strong, alive, healthy
himbok, v. to be fainthearted <epileptic)
hinggom, v. to clench fingers
hingot, v. to have first pains of labour
hino, v. humino to grow less, become less,
decrease; v. mongohino to make less, take away
hinsab, v. to commit a crime
hintol, adj. ohintol lame; v. pohintol to stretch
out
hinut, adj.ohinut slow, obohinut gradually, in
slow stages
hirob, v. to fill out (of shirt) to fit a ring, into
hirot, adj.ohirot stopped up, blocked, clogged,
obstructed
hisop, v. to absorb, to sink in
hivol, n. stinging pain cf. kogid
hiza, n. time > humiza v. be timely,
simultaneously
hizo, v. to rub on, to annoint
hizu, n. shark, general term for sharks

halib, v. to hate secretly, hidden hatred
hamad, adj. 2nd to haras alongside, half way up
or downhill
hamba, v. to honour, to offer oneself (mal)
hambai, v. to contact
hambaran, n. container hambaron. n. plate
hambil, v. to trespass, to steal from neighbour,
to infringe on
hambin, n. cloth for carrying baby on back
hambul, v. to fish in open sea with line
hampan, v. to be taken in, be deceived
hampat, v. to generalize, talk in general terms;
adj. ahampat generalized
hampo, n. valuables in house, of women
handab, v. to burn down, to spread (of fire)
handi, adj.abahandi
hangap, adj. steep, of hill
hangat, adj. wild, unkempt
hanggum, v. to grip with hand, n. a handful,
quantity fitting in palm
hangi, v. to play, to tease, 2.sind, dance <of
children)
hangog, v. to look over shoulder, backwards
hangkul, adj. unbalanced, unproportioned of
body, figure
hano-hano, conj. sometimes
hansul, v. to pound to powder n. small rice
pieces like semolina
hantib, v. to be squeezed into
hanud, adj. ahanud tough cf. alanud
hapas, n. general term for broken gongs
hapi, v. to continue
hapu, adj. ahapu dry
harap, v. to expect, to hope, to wait for; n.
harapan hope
haras, v. to bypass hill, n. hillside; n. harason to
get sore at bottom from urine
harata, n. valuables cf. harta (mal)
harati, n. meaning; v. humarati to understand
mangaharati to explain
hari, cf. sahari
haring, n. first, cousin (pinsan haring)
harup, v. to make collectively responsible for
debts or guilt, to punish collectively
harus, v. to go further, to overlap
hasak, v. to interfer, interrupt speech; n.
olunghasak troublemaker
hata, n. fresh fish >tahata
hatang, v. to purchase, to get; hatangan do gatas
>milk entering breast
hatod, n. dream image, soul of dreams cf.

hobo, v. to breath, pomuhobo, n. breath
hobung, v. to be young (of maize, of people)
hobut, n. sand cf. pantai
hodok, v. to husk rice, to pound; n. hinodok 2nd
for husked rice >vagas
hodtol, v. to press down with all possible weight
hodtung, v. to hit into, to be hit by
hodzob, v. to get filled up, get loaded (of boat);
adj. ohodzob overloaded
hogis, n. sand, sandy ground
hogkon, v. to massage in order to deliver a child,
n. kampong midwifery(done by males)
hogkos, n. piece of cloth used as waist band,
girdle; v. mononghogkos, to put on waistband,
get ready
hogkud,
hogod, n. dust of grain, awn of bamboo
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hogos, v. humogos
hogot, n. link, length (of bamboo between knots)
hogu, v. to harden, dry(of maize, grain)
hohol, v. to cut off
hoko, v. to sigh, be exhausted
hokob, adj. fainting, breathless
homburung, n. good soil
hompit, v. to share fields, take share without
rights, n. claimed part from earning of others
homporo, v. to be orderly, be cultured
homu, v. to sigh
hondok, v. to make offerings at rock
hondom, v. to remember, remind, cf. andam
hondot, n. meat board; v. mongohondot to
underlay, underline
hondunon, n. middle finger
hongkob, v. to be sad, be in trouble, feel worried
hongkos, n. band, bandage v. to bandage, bind
hongkukang, adj. unbalanced, extra large, out of
size
horogo, n. price, value (cf. mal. harga)
horos, n. egg, sperm
horu, n. pine tree near beach; v. mongohoru to
grunt (of wild pigs)
hormat, v. to honour n. honour also HORUMAT
hotikad, v. to hit an innocent person, sentence
the person who is not guilty
hotsok, v. to spear, pierce with spear
hotok, v. to crush
hotung, v. to throw upon s.thing adj. crushed
down
hovu, adj. grey
hubang, adj. overgrown, pathless
hudu, adj.v. encouraged,
pohudu, to encourage
hugus, v. to clean, wash, rub off dirt, 2.to faint
(in colour>washed out)
hukot, v. to be mentally disturbed cf. obungou
hukum, n. order, rule, sentence by court; v. mongohukum to judge, sentence, settle arrangements pronounce verdict; v. mihukum to hold
marriage talks
hulit, adj. inquisitive, talkative
hulog, adj. worn, old (of dresses) cf. humog
hundang, v. to repeat again and again
hundok, v. to jump up and down
hunggou, v. n. relapse of disease (Nulu) unggou
>Rungus
hungog, adj. dirty, spoiled
hungos, adj. hot, close, oppressive
hungot, v. to be angry, be in rage

hunsag, adj. used, abused (of female, karud)
huntad, v. to depart (from locality, life)
huntodon, n. springboard
huntou, adj. noisy
huntung, n. death, fear of death, end; n. manaud
do huntung > spirit guarding the life cord of person with knotes of years of age cf. timbagos; v.
mongohuntung to profit, earn lavishly
hunut, adj. scratched from thorn, ohunut
husuk, n. breast bone, pain in chest, heartburn
huzad, v. to unfasten, to untie
huzan, adj. tired, v. to get tired
huzas, v. mongohuzas to disma ntle, to
disintegrate
ibak, n. hole of mortar for rice pounding
ibas, v. to be left behind, come too late
ibo, v. mibo to go into field to work there
ibul-ibul, n. crown of hair(at side of buffalo as a
sign for a good posture
idam, v. to borrow, cf. olos
idi, n. mother cf. indi as pet name
idu, v. midu to loosen, depart; mongidu to do a
way, put away; mogidu to escape, run away
igang, v. to harden, (of maize, when dried)
igiu, n. seed of grass(used for necklaces)
igol, v. megol to dance, (of men-folk) cf. sundai>women
igot, v. mongigot to carve, make marks
ihad, v. to cry, to weep
ihas, v. to scatter, to single out
ihib, v. to pour into, to pour out
ihid, v. to wipe, to dry off
ihim, v. mogihim to search, to loof for
ihing, n. one of a pair, songihing o mato>one eye
ihoru, n. daily food, the necessary of the day
ihud, n. foot print, foot mark c.f bahazud>track,
spores
iit, v. to bite
ikagang, n. shoulder bone
ikam, n. mat, carpet
iku, n. tail
ikum, v. to be shy, be ashamed cf. malu; n.
kekuman genitals cf. komoluan
ilang, v. to eat together from one plate
ilin, v. to be virtuous, pious
ilo, v. to know, have knowledge, v. kelaan >
know-ledge
ilob, v. to vomit
imada, v. to ascertain, to make sure
imadang, n. fruit, similiar to bread fruit with
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cores
imang, v.mongimang to test new headman,his
ability to do justice
imaro, v. to change dress or clothes
imbalalog, n. male deer (pavus)
imbas, v. mimbas to pay back, to avenge, to get
even
imbing, v. to be, get near edge
imbulai, v. mimbulai to appear cf. bulai;
mongimbulai to make appear,
imbulit, v. to repeat, to coach
imon, v. to pretend to give
imomong, v. to gurgle
imot, v. to see, to find mongimot to inspect
imozo, v. to follow, to accept as right, to trust
impa, v. to keep watch on, to spy on, to attend to
impalanu, v. to look for own things, to examine,
search for own articles by other people NULU >
impulanu
impapali, v. see papali
impit, v. to put aside, to move out of the way
impori, v. mongimpori to hunt (in general)
impulanu v. see impalanu
impuras, v. to select, to investigate, search
impururu, n. crown of hair, mark on buffalo side
impus, v. to revenge, avenge, to be revenged on
imuhun, v. to admonish, to exhort
imuk, v. to keep/eat on one's own
imulang, v. to repeat, to reiterate
imumui, v. to imitate, to follow someone, to
track s.o.
imvogu, v. to make new, to renew, to remake cf.
vagu
inag, v. to prepare food,
arrange provisions, nenag
adj. as arranged
inanansad, n. leopard
indan, v. to try, to attempt, to find out
indai, v. to omit, to leave out, to spare, to
exclude, n. tree, left after clearing, especially old
tree like >nunuk; n. indai haring woman with one
child, v. 2. to undress
indamo, v. to ask for, to pray
indangan, v. to be proud by restraining wish, to
hide emotion
indarama, v. to lead someone into trouble,
mislead
indoronok, v. to threaten, cf. ronok
indoroloi, v. to like, to want, cf. roloi
indos, v. to guess wrongly, to judge wrongly,
misjudge

indta, adj. half-cooked (of meat, still alive)
indu, n. female deer
induran, v. to bring in order, get ready
induzu, v. to hide, do disappear
ingab, v. to breath one's last
ingat, v. to be aware of, be careful
inggat, v. to chew n. enggaton>betel nut tree
mal.pinang
inggil, v. to auction
inggolou, n. ache, inggolou dot ulu >headache
inggom, adj. inggaman worn, used
inggot, n. necklace, tightfitting around neck,
worn by men and women
inggug, v. to resound, to echo
inggul, v. to be taller than others
ingguvat, v. to ask repeatedly
ingin, v. to want, to wish, to like
ingkakat, v. to stand, cf. kakat to put upright, lift
ingkazut, v. to get ready for a move, journey
ingki, n. tight fitting dress
ingkod, v. to come to an end, to finish
ingkogos, v. to finish harvest, cf. kogos to make
knotes
ingkok, v. to withdraw from, abstain opp. sunu
ingkono, v. to die, to pass away
ingkong,
ingkonod, v. to withhold, to keep back
ingkuku, v. to wrap up in sheet
ingkukuuk, v. to crow, to gluck, of chicken,
cock-crow
ingkusui, v. to sit with legs stretched out
ingod, adj. flat, shallow
Ingot, n. NN of deity
ingut, v. to ask to accompany, to invite
ining, v. to listen, to hear
inopurak, n. eggwhite
inosilou, n. eggyoke
inosod, n. slang for > offspring, brat
insod, v. to put poles into ground for a fence, n.
pig sty
insok, v. to be full, very full
insu, v. to be the same, to be alike
intam, v. to guess wrongly, be mistaken in
judgement
intan, conj. but, only just, n. diamond (mal)
intod, v. to begin
intudun, v. to investigate
inturug, v. to turn round, cf. turug
inud, v. to wait
inugarang, n. weaving pattern (similiar to
crocodile)
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inum, v. to drink
inumpak, adj. in right order, orderly
ipi, v. to dream, n. dream
ipil, n. name of tree (teak)
ipus, n. nape of neck
ira, v. to instruct, to advise, to teach, admonish
irak, v. to laugh
iran, adj. empty, absent,
irang, v. to split, to make a gap, n. gap between
fingers, legs, toes
iras, v. to tear to pieces
irou, v. to spy through slit or hole in wall
iruk, v. to resent, to be afraid, to be shy
irung, v. to join in a meal, each providing one's
own food= pot luck, >miirung
isan, n. rand, side, isan do rahat > seaside, isan
do tagad, side of ricefield i.do meja, edge of table
isis, v. to chew in corner of mouth (tobacco)
iso, adj. one > keso the first, kotiso the other one;
n. iso-iso kidney
itikan, cf. pitikan flintstone
itom, adj. black v. to blacken
itob, v. to sweat heavily
itung, v. to think, to consider (mal. to count)
iva, v. to put aside, to make room, make space
ivan, n. inlaws, v. to address future in-laws as
such; mongivan, to use title ivan instead of name
of in-laws
ivas, v. to attend pagan feast in neighbouring
village
ivogu, v. to be jealous
ivou, n. saliva cf. roloi
izap, v. to count, to number, to do numbers
izo, v. to become one, mizo, pezo to make one; n.
kezaan union, group, unit
izon, v. to live at, stay with; n. izonon living
quarters, pongizanan container
izos, n. pimple
izut, v. to have intercourse, term not normally
used, only for habitual adulterer

jumalun, v. mongojumalun to sing old traditional
songs
juval, v. to sell (mal jual)
ka, conj. direct speech marker: >said s.o., saying
of NN
kaa, v. to go towards, prepositional towards
kaai, v. to crawl in water
kabai, v. to lay hands on shoulder
kabambanan, n. name of wood
kabang, n. mouth, when open also of river; v.
kumabang to open mouth, to speak out one's
mind; adj.akabang talkative girl or woman, loud
person
kabil, n. skin inside mouth (along cheek)
kabing, n. porcelain or jar chipped off at opening
kabong, n. holes in road, path, deepening; adj.
akabong sunk in, hollow
kabou, n. crab of tidal river, cf. banaran,
ongkuzu, untilik , gipa
kabun, n. plantation, garden mukabun, be farmer
kadadak, n. name of spirit
kadan, imperative of negation don't do this!
kadang, v. to sit cross-legged
kadang-kadang, adv. sometimes, nearly, almost
kadau, v. to be near tears,
kasas, v. to invite oneself to stay with strangers
kadil, v. to talk unintelligibly, talk in tongues
kagal, b. ulcus, v. nakagal having an ulcer
kaha, n. craw
kahag, v. to run after men (of women);
adj.akahag loose (of women)
kahang, v. to hold out one's hand, to stretch
hand, arm
kahau, n. chicken lice
kahu, v. to claw, to scratch like a cat
kajavut, v. to hoax, to mock with and or arms
kajulun, n. name of tree
kakal, adj. during, at time of, simultaneously to;
n. i kakali at time when (or of); kakal-po
concurrent to
kakang, n. piglet, small domestic pig
kakap, v. to begin with a clearance for hill padifield, n. small clearance in jungle as mark for
ownership
kakas, v. to overcome, to convince
kakat, v. to lift up, to put upright
kakau, v. to roll eyes in fit or fever
kakip, v. to be chipped off, (of china)
kakod, adj.v. reachable,
to stretch in order to reach s.th.

jadi, v. to happen, to occur
jaga, v. to watch, to guard (mal.)
jaham, n. watch, hour,
jambatan, n. bridge
jamin, v. to bail, to guarantee
jangka, v. to suppose, to estimate
javab, v. to answer, to respond
javi, v. rush, hey fever
jongis, v. to get wet through dew of the night
juhus, v. to get through
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kakop, v. to boast, to swell with pride
kakung, adj. lame n. a lame person
kalamata, n. half-half
kalamangkag, n. Venus-star
kalaha, v. to embrace,
kalakau, n. snail-crab at sea
kalas, n. scar, > nakalasan marked by
kalasiu, n. wild buffalo
kalat, n. blind eye
kalavot, n. gibbon monkey
kali, v. to multiply (mal) 2. to dig
kalu, v. to estimate, to guess
kaluto, conj. in case that, if
kama, v. to handle, to take hold of
kamaman, n. uncle, cf. ama
kambai, v. to embrace, to lay arms on shoulder
kambang, v. to swell, to get larger, enlarge,
encrease size
kambing, n. goat (mal)
kambo, v. to call for service; n. kinambo server,
servant at feast
kampil, n. container of brass for chewing
instruments and ingredients
kampis, v. to crush, to squash
kana, n. meat portion to any meal; v.
manangkana to make, prepare fish or meat for
meal
kandai, v. to take in both hands, hold in hands
kandadu, n. padlock
kandangasan, n. large frog
kando, v. to appease; mangando-kando to beat
about the bush, not talking freely; akando-kando
o ginavo, being not outspoken
kangap, cf. tangkangap
kanggan, n. ordinary dress, cover
kanggau, v. to be sensual, lustfull (of male)
kangis, adj. frightening
kangkab, n. chest, breast
kangkag, v. to be feverish
kangkam, v. to break into house, to sleep with
other women (without public knowledge)
kangkaput, n. peacock
kangou, adj. longlegged
kansang, adj. strong > akansang
kantu, v. mangantu to encourage cf. sohuru
kantut, v. to follow closely, to pursue closely
kapal, n. boat, ship, steamer; adj.akapal thick
opp. otiniu thin
kaparazan, n. musang, wild cat
kaping, n. board, plank <mal.keping>
kapit, v. to stick onto,

kapoi, v. to wave with hands, arms
kapor, n. camphor wood
kapus, v. to repay debts
kaput, n. lace of shoe
karagasu, n. mythical animal like wulf
karakas, n. sea-shell
karam, n. toe
karang, n. coral (mal)
karani, n. secretary, shop assistent
karatip, n. little knife for cutting betel nut, v. to
use this knife
karau, v. to tickle, adj. akarau, ticklish
karaving, v. to hang up, to bind, to tie up, n.
hook, ring for hanging onto
karud, n. female buffalo, pig, cow, sow
kasa, adj. fragile, breakable
Kasambag, n. NN of spirit
kasau, n. poles for roof construction, lengthwise
used for fastening rooping plates >taap; v.
mangasau to disturb, make trouble (Mal.kacau)
kasut, v. to get up, stand up, get ready to go, n.
shoes (mal)
katakia, n. container for tobacco
katam, v. mangatam to plane, n. plane, carpenter's tool
katig, n. outrigger of boat
katol, adj. itchy
katui, v. to get never finished
katul, adj. valuable (of gongs), n. lump of soil; v.
kumatul to get lumpy, to become lumps
kaus, v. to bear grudge, be offended
kavad, n. bee's honey-comb
kavali, n. frying pan, also kava cf. >Mal.kuali
kavazao, n. behaviour from vaza
kavid, v. to hold with hands, to grip
kavong, v. to be exhausted, be worn out
kavut, n. cloud, cf. tuvong
kaza, adj. flat, opp. to >okulung
kazai, adv. in the end
kazakap, n. leaf of betelnut palmtree, used for
marking time of offerings, for making containers
kazap, n. shoulder
kazu, n. wood, timber, tree
kempanas, n. cover, raincoat
kendangan, n. birthmark
kibit, v. to carry in arm (usually of child>
kidad, v. to be conceited (of woman)
kihal, v. to slip, stumble (cf. tongkihal)
kihi, v. to defy, ikihizon the defied one
kiis, v. to offend, commit crime (engl. case)
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kiit, v. to hold on, to grip
kikip, v. to tremble, to have fever
kikitan, n. daily clothes (from kiit)
kilad, n. lightening
kilap, v. to flash, with eye lashes, n. one moment,
songkilap, an instant
kilau, n. ant
kilok, n. armpit v. to hold under arm
kilong, adj. bent, not straight
kilos, adj. sly
kilou, v. to glitter, to sparkle
kima, v. kumina to imitate
kimai, n. cripple, adj. okimai crippled
kimpo, v. to limp
kinam, v. to try, to find out, let things go as it
happens; adv. kinam-kinam nearly; pokinamon
to let things go its way without consenting to
kinambo, cf. kambo n. server of meals, waiter
kinampaku, n. carvings on top of ceremonial
posts cf. tinampaku
kinggu, v. to shake (of container)
kingkid, v. to eat maize from maize cobben
kingkig, v. to file, to rasp n. file
kingkin, v. to grate
kinis, v. to tear, n. kinis a tear, hole in dress
kino, n. scallop
kinomol, n. cf. komol rice wine
kinomulok, n. yeast from rice when fermented
cf. mulok also >kinomis
kinsal, v. to slip, to slide; n. kinsaran millstone
kinsil, v. to change position, to move
kintup, adj. straight, closed 8of legs) not astride
kinutupung, cf. kutu-pung, n. bun of woman
kiok, v. to cluck (of hen), n. lobster
kipang, n. small low jar
kiping, n. sword <long>
kirad, v. tungkirad to blow open (of roof)
kirim, v. to send, to order
kiring, v. to take aim, using one eye
kiriu, v. to scoop, to gather up, to heap up
kirob, v. to ventilate, to use fan, to fan n. fan
kiro, v. to consider, to think, to calculate
kirop, v. to wink, to flash with eye n. exelashes
kiros, n. caterpillar, v. to roll eyes in fit
kirot, v. to knock against one another (of bones)
kirum, v. to smile
kivos, v. to sway in wind
kizang, v. to be bent
kizas, v. to rub down, clean up, rub in
kizop, v. to fan

kobol, adj.okobol invulnerable, n. person being
i. through witchcraft 2. growth inside coconut
after ripening
kobu, n. leaf used for wrapping up food like rice
kobung, n. sound of walking in water, v. to
splash
koburuo, n. instrument, tool cf. buru
kobus, v. to slip, to fall out of bundle
kobut, n. a hollow sound
kodim, v. to call > mongodim
kodingau, n. imaginary tree
kodom, v. to shut eyes, to close eyes
kodong, v. to pull out, to draw; n. kodongon
drawer of furniture
kodou, adj. okodou hard opp. olomi; v.
kumodou to harden, stiffen also fig.
kodos, v. to refrain from, to abstain, be moderate
kodut, v. to pinch, to nip
koduvo-duvo NN of soul >hatod, the other self
of person
kogid, n. pain inside chest like needles (lung)
kogiu, n. orang utan, gorilla cf. bakaro, gobuk,
kara,
kohung, adj. okohung above the clouds cf.
lingkohung
kohis, v. to sit with legs outstretched
kohos, n. sound of rain adj. rustling as tree top,
v. to whistle
kohu, adj. okohu sad, grieved, afflicted
kohud, v. to roar cf. ungkohud
kohunan, v. to exorcise spirits
kohut, v. to grate teeth
kojil, adj. hard-hearted
kokisak, n. name of tree (sour wood)
kokol, v. to notch, to groove, n. cut, notch,
groove
kokorui, n. provisions, taken on a journey
kokot, v. to bite on ones theeth, to gnaw, pick a
bone
kokou, n. name of bird
koliabas, n. kind of quince (mal. jambu) engl.
guave
kolibambang, n. butterfly
kolibputan, n. octopus with special design
koligisai, n. puppet, made from pinang leaf,
k.mian-dak, used by playing githarr
kolikip, v. to grow thin, look ill
koling, cf. oling away, absent from home
kolivan, v. mongolivan to speak directly +
correct
kolivang, n. sword with hair at handle for
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decoration
kolizan, n. imaginary tree in paradise
kolobintang, n. morning star
kologizan, n. name of bird
kolokoi, n. noise of running or falling water,
waterfall
koluhing, n. wood similiar to champhor with a
lot resin easily rotten in wetness
kolokos, n. kind of wood
Kolomintiai, n. NN of deity
kolopis, n. flat fish without scales
kolopioi, n. rubber
kolot, adj. okolot sour-sweet
kolou, v. to collect firewood and rice
kolovodung, n. name of tree
kolu, v. to live in the past
koluvu, n. veil, v. monongkoluvu to use veil,
wear v.
kolumbu, n. pumpkin
kolumit, n. ingredient for curry >yellow ginger
kolung, n. surface of foot
kombit, v. to wave to somebody, to call with
signs
kombos, n. 2nd name for kinomol =rice wine
komol, n. kinomol rice wine
komoluan, v. genitals cf. malu
komudi, n. afterdeck, v. mogkomudi to steer,
guide boat
komulakan, n. youngest child in family cf.
omulok
kondiri, n. oneself cf. kopikondiri v. to have
spiritual encounters
kondul, v. to speak to the point
konggu, v. to become senile, to shrink (of head,
skull)
kongkob, v. to split into halves, to halve
(coconuts)
kongkod, n. first, outstanding ranging first
kongkong, v. to pull up, 2.to shrin k
konia, v. to look for a living, monongkonia
konilipan, n. puppet/muppet
koniu, n. hawk
konod, v. to make late, to detain
kopi, n. fin of fish cf. dandal 2. coffee
kopit, v. to click, to crack
kopizo, n. omen
kopol, v. to hang on tree branches, (with hands
only like monkey in order to swing
koput, v. to crack (of fingers, when pulled)
korad, n. sword, v. to talk with sharp tongue
kori, n. remains of water

korib, v. to show off to girls
korid, v. to trickle, to rain slightly
korilung, n. name of fish
koritik, v. to knock against door
korizavon, n. name of thorn-shrub
korizong, v. to search by
going to and fro (mog-korizong)
korob, v. to cut off, harvest, grain , vegetable
like guol 2.to dress scantily (trousers low on
hips)
korokot, n. wall stiffening, wall lining
korop, v. to dry fish, fruit, meat adj. okorop
korosou, adj.
korot, v. to cut off with big knive, harvest
korotitik, n. frog (loud squeeking)
korub, v. to gnaw with teeth
korud, n. thunder, v. mungkorud to thunder
korudu, v. to wail, to lament for dead v. mogkorudu
koruhang, n. friend, of particular work, walk; v.
kumoruhang to accompany, to associate
koruk, n. fish in fresh water
korumanggalang, n. name of tree
korunsong, n. end of pumpkin
korus, v. to rustle (in grass)
kosig, adj. okosig hard-hearted
kosingan, n. cover-crop
kosog, adj. okosog, industrious
kosup, v. to catch up with, to overtake
koting, n. side of calf
kotob, v. to cut when string is taut
kotobon, n. guard at gate to the land of the souls
cf. tobon
kotod, n. noise of falling tree
kotol, v. to strangle
kotong, v. to make a seam, to seam
kotu, v. to pick fruit, harvest, pluck fruit
kotub, v. to grind one's teeth
kotud, v. to lie on one's side with knees up
kotup, n. screwing knob, nut
kovili, v. to look back, to turn head round in
order to see behind
kovus, n. noise of passing by (cart , animal)
kozo, v. to throw away
kozou, v. to run away, be away from home
kozung, v. to be bent
kudamus, adj. used up, finished. lost
kudiai, adj. pokudiai nearly right, true, trueish
kuhakob, n. shell of egg, coconut
kuhango, n. skull
kujavog, v. to tease, to mock, to fool s.o., to
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hoax
kukom, v. to hold as if offering something with
open hand and stretched arm
kuhud, v. to blunten a knife
kuku, v. to howl, make noise like a dog, bark
kukugou, n. name of wood
kukuhou, n. millet
kukul, v. to coo (of pidgeon >ongkukul
kukup, v. to fold together, n. fold
kukurab, n. fan
kukus, v. to shrink
kukut, v. to scratch, mong-ukut n. 2nd hole
>luvang
kukutau, v. mogkukutau to talk in sleep
kukuuk, v. to crow (of cockrel) v. mongingkukuuk
kulab, v. to roll eyes
kulam, n. water container, tank, small lake
kulat, n. mushroom, fungus
kulaput, n. skin of egg, eye
kulit, n. skin, bark of tree
kulub, n. boil adj. okulub grooved, hollow
kulung, v. to be hollow, have cavity
kulung, n. kinulung rounded chissel
kuluvu, n. veil, v. monongkuluvu to use veil,
wear v.
kumanis, n. name of place, bay at West Coast
2.name of valuable gong =sandangau
kumala, n. lightning which starts fire, sheet
lightning
kumat, v. to prepare spon thread to roll up
(tiningkol
kumbul, v. to swell (of body)
kumbang, v. to get larger, encrease size
kumbung, n. deep plate
kumpal, adj. okumpal across, diagonal cf. otimpadang
kumut, n. material, textiles
kunam, v. to chew food, mongunam
kunama, v. to meet by chance
kungkug, v. to depen hole
kungkung, n. rind of bacon, adj. crackling
kunsou, v. kumunsou to make a fuss
kunsul, v. to be poor
kuot, v. to eat from cooking pot
kuozon, interjection: what does it matter, never
mind!
kupos, n. yaws
kurab, v. to fan, sway (of cloth,dress, sarong)
MIN
kuradson, v. to hand on plates of food at feast

for every- body to take from
kurang, v. to lack, not to have enough
kurid, v. to work as usual, mogkurid
kurit, v. to gossip
kurilib, n. coat, cover of person
kurita, n. car
kurizap, n.
kuro, v. to search, monguro to ask, find a reason
kuron, n. small jar
kuru, v. to crouch
kurub, .v. to arrange cockfight
kurubit, n. old stem with streaks
kurugu, v. to rattle, make rattling noise
kuruk, v. to cluck (of chicken)
kurulu, n. straw of rice ear
kurumit, v. to talk unceasingly
kurung, v. to fense in for stable; n. kukurungan
basket for animals
kurunsong, v. to have wavy, curly hair
kurus, v. to become less, to grow less
kuruvak, n. name of bird, similiar to padrige
kurutok, n. name of little bird
kuruvuk, v. to build up firekuruvut, n. bellows,
(pair of b.), v. to make wind by using k.
kusap, v. to suck food
kusop, v. to be young
kutad, n. prairie-grass, kokutadan prairie
kutu, n. louse, pl.lice, in the hair
kutub, v. to be short-sighted
kutuk, v. to have no value
kutupung, cf. kinu-tupung sword
kuungan, n. word of superlative
kuvo, n. Mr What's his name, also >oneself, v. to
speak in <Mr. What' s his name terms
kuzapi, n. harp
kuzung, adj. having scabies
laab, adj. alaab, broad, wide
laag, v. lumaag to conjure spirits, to raise spirits;
n. kolumaag spirit who is helping
laang, n. step sanglaang one step forward; v.
mangalaang to number, count steps
laap, adj.
laas, v. to split, mangalaas, lumaas>split by
itself
laba, adj. beyond; v. lumaba to be more than
enough, to flow over
labai, n. overflow, v. to overflow
labak, n. ear-wax
labas, v. lumabas to be, get naked, be undressed
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cf. mintai-intai
labi, n. turtle of sea (flat)
labpang, n. space between toes
labpu, v. to utter, to foam with rage, to spit out
labput, v. to appear, to issue out
labou, v. to be greedy, to fill mouth very full fig.
take a lot at once
labu, n. anchor
labus, v. to get free, go loose, go wild, escape
ladak, v. to squash, to squeeze, to crack (lice)
ladat, v. to steer with eyes at s.o.
ladau, v. to roll up, twist, wind round (as rope
around horns of buffalo; n. linadahan or
laladahan >spinning top
ladtak, v. to step on, step in
lagang, b. weather shed, platform for sitting in
rice- field cf. agang
lagas, v. to open hambin, to unfold tree bark
lagit, v. to be slippery, be sticky,
lagkas, n. noise
lago, v. to sing, to tune n. tune, song
lagui, v. to jump, to make a long jump
lahai, v. to heat slightly
lahak, v. to roast, to toast
lahanas, n. water level, shallow sea or lake
lahangan, n. parrot cf. uripos
lahanggang, n. clearing
lahis, v. to be straight
laid, adj. late, old, distant time; v. lumaid to get
late, to last a long time
lajau, v. to be closely connected, be generous
acquaintance
lakang, adj. alakang hard (of betelnut, rice)
lakas, v. to lower basket from head
lakau, adj. seldom, sparse
laki, adj. eroded, rusty
lakoi, v. to step up, climb up
laku, n. kind of bee; adj.alaku sold easily,
saleable v. to sell easily
lalab, v. to eat like a pig
lalad, adj.alalad, pro-minent (of eyes)
outstanding
lalang, v. to be wild, adj. wild
lalata, n. freckles
lalau, v. to get lost 2.to flatten out
lamag, v. to disclose, to uncover
lamas, n. outside, outer part
lambag, adj. nalambagan o ralan, tu opipanau
dot ulun >trotten ( path)
lambang, n. grass seed, sticking to dress, v. to
project, to stand out, to be prominent

lambat, adj. alambat seldom, sparse, only up and
on
lambi, adj. oval, oblong
lamou, adj. aralamou slippery
lampad, v. to be broad
lampag, n. fitting for wooden handle (ring,
holder)
lampai, v. to flood, to go over border
lampaku, n. reed
lampanit, n. head-skin
lampas, v. to be long(between nods of bamboo
lamping, adj. oval cf. alambi
lamut, b. name of snake
lanag, v. to be bold n. chicken without feathers
lanak, v. to dissolve
landu, v. to make an error, get lost, make mistake
landak, v. to trespass, to encroach
langa, v. bird similar to eagle
langad, v. to open, to unwind,
langan, v. to compete
langap, n. lizzard
langat, v. to be homesick
langguk, n. larynx
langkab, v. to scab, to take off plaster etc.
langkas, v. to speed, be fast adj. fast, quick
langkat, v. to live with aged parents
langkit, v. to embroider
langkung, V. to peel off (skin after burns, ) bark
from tree
langob, n. thigh, also sanglangod length between
nods of bamboo
langou, v. to have a cold, n. mukous of nose
langu, n. relatives by marriage, longuon >sister
of spouse
lanjang, n. rice cooking pot; v. lumanjang to go
cross-country
lanji, v. to be smart
lansad, v. to sit down on mat
lansan, v. to be tolerant
lansang, n. low built shelter, also low part of
longhouse
lansat, n. fruit (mal)
lantai, n. Mal, word for rinantai cf. rantai floor
lantas, adj.alantas shortened, abridged
lantavid, v. to dangle
lantung, v. to float
lanut, adj. alanut tough (of meat) fig. long suffering
lapai, v. to go over hill, to surmount
lapak, v. to halve, to split, to explode
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lapap, n. sole of foot
lapas, v. to leave employment or agreement or
order
lapau, n. bastard
lapik, v. to spread out, cover with mat
lapis, v. to hit with hand, to slap face 2. to
support, to assist, to help, to second s.o., n. page,
side, layer
lapos, n. whip, v. to beat with whip
lasu, adj. alasu hot v. to heat up
lasung, n. deserted place 2. a cold

liing, v. to have a look round
likahan, n. basket for carrying rice, v. to carry
rice with l.
likang, adj. oppressed by friend ogulikang
>suffer from colleague
liking, v. to preserve by drying and salting >fish,
meat, fruit, corpse
likop, v. to die of hunger
likud, n. back, backbone >turuntud
likup, v. to guard, to watch
lilipudzu, n. ant hill, made of clay
liliukon, n. name of spirit in jungle
lilung, adj.olilung bankrupt
limbat, adj. subjected to dust in eye nolimbatan
limbatan, n. leech
limboi, v. to swing arms by walking
limbung, v. to mix dough(water with flour)
limindu, n. narrow valley (cf. sunog) valley with
small amount of flat land
limo, adj. five
limpak, v. to flow over, overflow
limpuhut, v. to knot a knot which con be
opeened again
limput, v. to cover, to embrace
limputog, v. to make runny again what has
become solid
limut, v. to talk about others, gossip
linahing, n. autumn colour (cf. lahing)
linanti, n. two edged sword, dagger (lanti)
linapu, v. to feel hit, to feel guilty, accused, take
personally
linazang, n. propellor cf. lazang, >ongkizus
linau, n. ray of sun adj. calm (of sea)
lindu, n. paper bags
lindung, v. to cover chicks, to guard, watch(of
hen) fig. to do as hen
linggaman, n. harvest knife cf. omot
linggata, v. to lie on back
linggin, adj. sloping, v. to be inclined, be sloping
linggagat, v. to climb a tree with piece of cloth
around feet, n. sling of cloth for climbing
lingi, adj. obolingi never angry, meek
lingkasu, v. to burn with water
lingkid, v. to lie on one side
lingkokot, v. to be attached to
lingkong, v. to curl (of hair)
lingkung, n. basket for carrying (for male), v.
adj. to be shy
lingkut, n. container for storing rice
lingob, adj. secretive
lingos, v. to heal (of wound)

lata, v. to break open (of wound, of ground)
latak, v. to turn crazy, go mad
latan, v. to straighten
latang, v. to rest, make holidays
latui, v. to be clever
lavan, v. to compete, cf. anggan, langan
lavandang, v. to speak with force, to shout, do
with force
lavang, v. to close gate in fense; n. lalavangon
gate
lavai, n. reel for spinning thread
lavas, v. to come through (of rain) trickle
through
laving, v. to make s.b. do something before the
time
lavis, v. to point, to make pointed, to sharpen;
adj.alavis sharp, pointed
lavus, cf. lumavus n. long post in house
construction, reaching to top of house
layam, v. to be tame to make tame
lazag, v. to sail, n. sail
lazo, n. ginger
lazuv, v. to be mature, but without fruit; adj.+n.
unmarried, of old age
liad, v. to fall on one's back
liang, n. step cf. laang path of water buffalo
lianggi, n. scythe
lias, n. kind of rottan, v. to be bent forwards
libas, adj.olibas overripe
libun, n. solar eclipse
liduk, v. to spy secretely
ligat, v. to look over wall, or table
ligis, v. to level out
ligogon, v. to go goosefleshy
ligou, v. to invite for a meal, for a feast
lihot, adj. olihot hoarse of voice
lihu, adj.olihu enstranged
lihung, v. to wash inside (of pot, plate)
lihing, n. brew of rice-wine
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lingus, adj. known
linsai, v. to sit with legs on one side (female
position)
linsosot, n. lower floor of >sulap
linsou, n. seed pl. lininsahan
lintai, n. band, belt, tie
linzong, v. to yell adj. olinzong yelling
liong, n. innumerable figure
lios, n. eggs of lice>kutu
liou, n. neck adj. clear, of water
lipos, n. cockroach, 2.nickname for husband
lisab, v. to use a fan 2. to turn pages in book
lisang, n. roadside, wayside, 2. name of wood
lisiu, v. to be homesick cf. langat
lisok, v. to hide
lisong, n. grey coloured (as chicken)
lisovu, n. dust, sand also ash
lisun, n. smoke, v. to smoke
litak, n. kind of wood
litang, n. border, barrier v. to border make b.
litsok, v. to get angry in view of s.o.
livang, v. to miss each other; adj. olivang of
person who did not see deceased relative before
burial
livotung, n. small lake 2. rich party in marriage
livut, v. to be surrounded by earth , soil
lizab, v. to uncover, to open floor, door, roof
lizas, v. to have a beautiful voice
lizud, n. flood v. to flood cf. linuzuvon>great
flood

loduk, v. to deceive with other peoples' property
lodut, n. beating of wound, stinging pain
logod, v. to be strong (of wind)
logop, adj. stationary (especially of old people
not being able to move or leave a place
logot, v. to be steady, be elastic, taut; n. logoton
spring, string of bow or trap
logus, v. to be ripe, properly ripe
lohing, v. to be old, adult, n. mythical old
dog(female) in originator legend
loho, n. fruit which has fallen from tree
lohou, v. to bellow (of deer)
loko, v. to grunt (of sow calling piglets)
lokou, n. ring, windings songlokou one winding
lokop, v. to mend with a piece of material cf.
tombong
lokub, n. fruit wiht hardly any flesh fig. person
without anything behind oneself
lokud, v. to bend down
lokup, v. to stamp, to trample on
lokuton, n. good soil
lolob, v. to expire, to forfeit cf. danda
lolong, v. to be bleary-exed
lombak, n. place of offerings >mamapak
lombiou, n. joist under floor in building
lombon, adj.olombon strong, thick in size,
sizezable
lombung(an) adj. quick growing and dying, short
living
lombus, v. to continue journey, travel, talk, walk
lomi, adj. soft, tender
lomina, n. armour
lompodos, n. vegetable or spice like peppermint
lomponung, n. blister of skin
lompozou, n. tree in tidal river adj. slow
lompung, v. to float
lomu, adj. olomu fat
lomus, adj. industrious
londihu, v. to wither, to fade, (of leaves)
londog, n. name of tree
londuk, v. to start singing
longgom, n. sour fruit of jungle like mango
longguvai, n. brass container
longit, v. to get lost
longiu, v. to bellow (of deer)
longking, n. noise as of a tin falling
longkobungan, n. tree with very big leaves
longkuas, n. grass similiar to ginger
longoi, n. song, hymn v. mindolongoi to sing cf.
bahul v. mibahul >lulabai, mongu-linggat, mongobilung, mongolong-kongkung, mibangki as>

lobi, n. ulcer in stomach adj.adv. more than v. to
be more than
lobok, v. to bring offerings at time of sowing
lobokon, n. rings and chains aroun d waist
lobong, n. grave; v. mongolobong to bury, make
a grave
lobit, v. to know nothing whatsoever, n.
vegetable, radish cf. Mal. >loba
lobou, adj. muddy, hazy
lobpung, adj. fat, healthy (of c hild) 2nd >well
cf. modlobpung=thick, short snake
lobu, v. to break through, make a hole, n. inner
shell of coconut
lobuk, v. to sound hollow n. hollow sound
lodi, v. to start, to begin
lodis, n. remain of food etc.
lodong, adj. short, low
lodtung, v. to become rounded (of stomach,
breast)
lodu, n. wild growing rice
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mibahul, mirompit-rompit, mongorompit,
mipantun, momovoli, miondi, milumpatiu,
mitimpak, osoringgat, momurinait, mongoronsuk, mandavai etc.
longon, n. lumongon hill cf. ompulongon 2.arm
(of body)
longuon, n. sister in law cf. langu
longot, v. to mix, add, to intermingle
longut, n. lizzard similiar to chameleon
longou, adj.olongou big-eyed
loni, v. to buy free (of debts)
lonit, v. lumonit to swell up, get infected
lonod, v. to drown, get drowned
lonot, v. to die (of plants, trees)
lonou, n. 2nd for >vulan=moon
lonsi, v. to taste or feel thick and oily on tongue
as cod liver oil
lontihu, v. to crow (of cock) 2. to follow after, to
pursue
lontoi, n. plateau
lontop, v. to shut, to close door
lontubang, n. carrying basket
lontugi, n. slow centipede
lontugon, n. scar of wound
lonuk, v. to get burned scorched at fire
lopa, n. shaft of arrow
lopi, v. to unfold clothes
lopoi, v. modlopoi to call spirits for assistance
lopok, v. to make clop-clop noise
lopokis, adj. industrious cf. magavi
lopot, v. to wrap up, cover up, n. bundle, small
parcel
lopu, v. to break off (flower, f ruit)
lopuk, n. unripe fruit
lopung, n. python
loput, v. to thicken, of grain 2. to start off with
arranging marriage 3. to break to pieces (as
glass) 4.to split (of wood) as lumaas 5. to halve
(itself- mitas-bust, burst)
losing, n. stone, of hard kind, like granit
losod, v. to sink in, to drown
losok, n. cannibale, v. to disappear
losong, v. to burn out quickly(wood leaving no
hot ember for starting a new fire)
losut, v. to leave mark after pressing
lotud, v. to get sun-burned, get a sun stroke
lotug, cf. pilotug
lotuk, n. kind of frog
lotung, v. to be first with planting, be full of
fruit(tree)
loub, v. to lie on front, belly

loun, adj. old, aged v. to be old
lovong, adj. silly, simple, foolish
lovot, n. cricket
lovut, v. to get angry, flare up, get into rage
lozou, v. to deface, disfigure, to deform
luak, n. hollow of knee
luang, v. to plant into left over holes
lubok, n. bay
lubpu, v. to ache from working, bending, sitting
too long in same position, cf. cramp
lubuk, v. to be loose (of rope, rottan, not
stretched)
ludou, v. adj. be smooth, smoothen
lugo, v. to catch a person
lugu, n. stem of tree trunk, not rotting, hard cor,
v. to take maize from cob
luhad, v. to polish, to rub in
luhoi, adj.oluhoi weak, thin,
luhub, adj. shady
luhud, v. to comfort, console cf. monginsasamod
luhung, adj. shady, underneath
luhus, adj. cooked, so that meat comes of bones
or vegetable of stem (bone-dry)
luhut, v. to quieten, to appease adj. peacefully
speaking
lukis, v. draw, make pictures (mal)
luku, v. to stetch out, n. lulukuan, joint cf.
piuhalan
lulub, n. cotton from polod tree
lului, adj. endless
lulungung, n. shade
lumai, v. to be flabby, be shaky from laughter;
pongolulumahan-oku have plan in backhand,
not yet disclosed
lumampai, n. plateau with small hills
lumansat, n. name of rice cf. adong
lumavus, n. name of main post of building,
reaching to top, the longest post>fig. leader cf.
lavus
lumbani, v. to be gentle
lumbatos, v. to talk directly, speak shortl and
decisively
lumbog, v. to be large, bot not strong
lumbok, v. to flatter, to praise, to cajole
lumintanga, v. to get, come in-between
lumou, adj. soft, weak, infirm n. rickety
lumpag, v. to clean from bad surface
lumpat, v. to gallop
lumpatiu, v. to be twisted, be cracked, be cracy
lumpis, n. name of fresh water fish (flat form)
lumpizau, v. to be, make cross-wise, be across,
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n. swallow
lumut, n. fungus, also sponge
lundong, v. to kill with eyes
lundu, adj. olundu rich, v. to get, be rich
lundun, v. to roll, to wrap up, n. roll
lungaang, v. to fall backwards
lungan, cf. olungan tidal river
lunggazan, n. wrist, hand joint
lunggot, adj. curled, wavy; n. lunggot-lunggot
kind of vegetable
lunggung, adj. deaf (Gons.)
lungkab, v. to be open, be dismantled
lungkib, v. to turn over, turn upside down
lungkaki, n. brass rings at calf of female
lungkutan, n. old animal as cock, boar, person
lungui, v. to be sad, be depressed
lungun, n. coffin
lungung, adj. shady
lungungud, n. larve of butterfly
lunok, n. fat, oil adj. olunok fatty, oily, greasy
lunsing, n. bell
lunsoi, adj. used, not new
lunsung, v. to be together, work together, work
as one body, treat as one unit; adj.olunsung
united, joined together
lunsut, n. miracle (invisible)
luntu, v. to hit with fist
lunu, v. to skin, to shed skin (of snake)
lunung, v. to join cf. tolunung
lunus, v. to stop breathing, to faint cf. vunus
lupu, n. chicken pox, v. to curse
lusi, v. to be excited
lusu, v. to dive, to swimm under water
lutsu, v. to be scalded
lutas, v. to stop, to finish, to be at end of
luu, n. sameness, similiarity, adj. oluu same,
similiar, v. to adapt oneself to
luvang, n. hole, v. to make holes
luvas, adj. clear, open of space, path, road
luvau, v. to be loose, be not tight or taut
luvit, adj. talkative, inquisitive cf. hulit
luvo, adj. late for work (in ricefield, planting,
season)
luyo, v. mongoluyo to buy one's heart
luzung, v. to join, to elong to, adj. of one unit,
together, united

mahap, v. to excuse, to ask for excuse
mahal, adj. dear, expensive (mal)
makau, v. to bellow (of deer)
malan, adj. lazy, not inclined to work
malapi, n. name of wood, its bark is used for
>lingkut
malu, v. to be ashamed of
mamarambun, n. heavy rain, down-pour cf.
manampangi
manambing, n. hammerhead-shark
Manandakan, n. NN of spirit
manang, v. to be victorious, to overcome
mandamau, n. river
mandahatan, n. monitor lizzard, waran,
mandangau, n. bull
manggas, n. squirrel of large size
mangkavot, n. bat
mangob, n. thick knot in tree(where branches
branch off)
maraha, n. river cf. vosoi
marambun, n. bells
marau, n. kind of wood, very hard and straight
(as rottan)
marot, n. crack of glass, china
masu(v), v. to go into, to enter
mata, v. to be unripe, uncooked
matata, v. to be naughty, be silly
mato, n. eye, mato dot adau >sun
mazabo, n. wife of giant
mihang, n. name of tree, similiar to >kapor
milod, adj. must, of necessity
mingkuvan, v. to play over and over again,
repeatedly
mingkulat, n. kind of tree, easily rotten
minokou, n. current in water
minonontog, n. deity
minurod, n. current in water
mogindudu, n. NN of spirit
mogintonu, n. NN of deity
mogis-ogis, n. kind of wood
mogolundong, v. to look very angry, be crosslooking
mogolungung, n. NN of deity
mogot, adj. omogot, bearable, not too much
moligun, n. earthen ware, valuable being ancient
momodlomponung, n. chicken pox
momodtung, n. liane
momoi, v. to play cf. misimomoi
momoris, v. to rain
momos, adj. omomos straight, upright, fine,
orderly

magkatarom, n. wild boar (with tusks) cf. tarom
pointed
maha, adj. bearable
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mompinahat, n. name of tree, used for stemple
for rice pounding
mondorizou, n. palm tree like coconut
mondou, n. animal similiar to lion
monggis, n. kind of tree where bees like
swarming to
mongintahas, cf. tahas
moningkaran, n. NN of spirit
monirinag, n.
montoburui, n. kind of rat, squirrel
montogiras, n. wood like>giras
montui, n. name of bird
monungkul, n. coral
moriza, n. calf of buffalo, bison
mudong, v. to learn to walk
mugang, n. lightning for off
mukoko, v. to be overworked
mulok, adj.omulok young, unripe
mumuk, n. crumbs of rice, bread; v. mongimumuk to collect small quantities of food,
mumut, n. waste, litter> somumut
munggui, v. to be often in trouble, have bad luck
muntan, v. to repeat
munung, n. lip
mura, adj. omura cheap (mal)
muras, v. to faint
muta, n. foam of epileptic (mal)

ngaam, v. to be suitable, to fit
ngahad, n. palate, roof of mouth
ngangal, v. to snarl (of dog, chasing each other)
adj. below standard, not up to requirements
ngaran, n. name
ngarit, v. to grind teeth
ngavi, v. to be all, to include everything
ngarol, adj.agnarol blunt (of knife, tool)
ngingil, n. dirt of nose, mucous
ngingit, n. cricket
ngonsis, n. flesh of teeth gum
ngorod, v. to thunder far off

obi, v. to remain, to be left over, n. left overs
from meal etc.
obik, n. loins, hip
obil, v. to carry on one's side(put into> hogkos
obob, v. to bite to pieces
obu, n. cloud, mist
obuk, n. hair
obul, adj. lazy v. mongobul to wallow in water,
mud
odo, v. to dip into water
odoi, v. to have pains
odon, n. fire stone, stone at fire place odon-odon,
n. ant-hill
odop, v. to lie, to sleep; modop-odop to lie
odu, n. grandmother f. muodu grandchild; v. mogodu to quarrel(of inferior with superior; v.
miodu to quarrel with one another
oduk, v. to get a lot of fish
odung, n. nose
odusomut, n. person, never finishing work,
cooking
odzit, v. to be wedged, be cramped into,
squeezed
ogis, v. to strip grain off halm
ogom, v. to sit n. ogomon seat
ogos, adv. nearly, almost
ogot, v. adj. to tighten, tight, fastened
ogui, adj. roasted
ogurun, n. skirt of woman (malay-fashion)
oho, v. to say yes, to agree
ohog, v. mongo> to touch s.o.; miohog to touch
each other
ohun, n. kind of tree, used for charcoal
oiong, n. endearment for child cf. onong, orong,
otong, ozong, ondong
okon, adj. not, none, negative

namit, adj.anamit
namot, adj. simultaneous
namparan, n. NN of spirit
nanad, v. to swim under water
naku, adj. possibly, perhaps, probably
napu, v. valley
naraka, n. hell (mal)
naru, adj. anaru long, v. to lengthen
nasip, n. bad luck
natad, n. yard near house
natok, n. sago cf. rumbizo
navau, adj.anavau light, v. to lighten, n. navaon,
door, gate, doorway
nibak, adj. onibak short
nining, v. to be attentive, ready to hear
nipis, adj. onipis thin opp. akapal
nipon, n. tooth pl. teeth
niriz, n. roots from tree branches (air-roots)
nizu(v), n. coconut
nobokon, n. doorstep
nongou, v. to listen, to hear
nuvu, v. adj. onuvu to be fertile, fast growing (of
plant, people)
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okud, v. to pull down leaves
olim, v. to deny, to hide
oling, v. to be away, be absent > olingan
forgotten
olong, v. to turn oneself round, n. midnight; n.
olong-olong moment, an instant
olos, v. to borrow, to hire
olot, v. to cut off, to divide, to separate
olou, v. to guess, to suggest
olu, v. to stretch out 2. to go to the >Kinabalu, n.
soul of person going to >K.
olungan, n. tidal river
olut, v. to encourage s.o. to marry (of girl,
parents)
ombilud, n. broken rice pieces
ombiri, v. to find out, to enquire
ombol, adj. badly growing, opp. onuvu
ombolog, n. bird in general terms
ombolot, v. to have in turns
omboritus, adj. pointed, sharp edged
omboruva, n. rottan fo making chicken baskets
ombulahung, n. long stapled rottan
omburinai, n. dragon fly
ombusolog, n. snake (with red marking)
ombut, v. to smolder, to burn slightly (of fire)
ombuvaza, n. kind of wood
Ombuvitil, n. NN of spirit of hunger cf. vitil
ombuvoi, n. visitor, guest, stranger
ombuvolou, n. name of grass
ombuvut, n. cloth to carry child 2nd sukolob
omis, adj. sweet
omol, v. to try whether ripe or not, to press, find
out about ripeness cf. kinomol
omot, n. harvest, field to be harvested; v. mongomot to harvest with traditional knife>omot
ompiduk, n. sparrow
ompik, v. to blame somebody else, to accuse
others
ompiling, n. light, shine, glare
ompinahat, n. name of wood used for rice
pounders
ompinanavan, n. snake, black
ompipiris, n. name of bee
ompizos, n. kind of butterfly cf. kolibambang, v.
to swell, caused by >ompizos caterpillar
ompoluluhu, n. scorpion
ompon, v. to collect cf. opompon >full numbers,
complete
ompulalangai, n. NN of spirit like >mondou
ompuling, n. spear with hooks, harpoon
ompulongon, n. hill cf. longon

ompus, v. to bring to an end, to finish
opuput, n. close friendship
omputul, adj. situated on each side, doublesided
omputung, v. to wrap in cloth
omumuho, n. black snake
ondig-ondig, n. shade
ondiri, n. stick for vegetable planting (beans,
cucumber), v. to climb aroung stick, grow to
stick
ondoi, v. to amuse a child, entertain
ondong, n. endearment, name for youngest child
ondos, v. to live on other's expenses
ondozutung, n. slow loris
ondu, n. female, woman
ondukang, n. poltroon, coward, bastard
ondulupang, n. NN. of grass with seeds, sticking
to hair, cloths, NN of legendary person
onduru(hon), adj.v. tremble from spirit
ondurud, v. to get close to, get near (ants to
honey)
ondut, n. name of root (food for hunger time, a
very smelly root with onion effect
ondzit, v. to be wetched in, cramped in
ong, conj. if, in case of (realis)
onggiput, n. prawn
ongil, n. rheumatism, rheumatical pain
ongis, adj, v. cool, breezy,
ongkob, n. family room, living room, fig.family
ongkol, v. to boast
ongkopu, n. thumb
ongkorizus, n. coccygeal vertebra, coccyx, bone
terminating spinal column >toruntud
ongkovizau, n. liver cf. atoi (mal. hati)
ongkub, v. to be bent forward, be inclined
ongkukul, n. dove
ongkusu, n. crab
ongoi, v. to fetch, to get also, to go and fetch, cf.
Bundu =to go to some place
ongol, v. to howl (of cat, dog)
ongot, v. to harvest, to pluck fruit
onguk, v. to squeal (of piglets, monkeys)
ongus, v. to stop for a rest, take a breath
onom, adj. six
onong, v. to aim, to hit, to fit, n. endearment for
baby child =darling
onsi, n. meat, flesh, scop, matter
onsibol, n. wedge, v. to wedge, split
onsok, v. to roast over fire
onsom, adj. sour
onsug, v. to encourage, to enrage, to stimulate
onsul, v. to whistle
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oneself
ovud, n. well, spring
ozi, v. to want, to like, to wish
ozizingo, adj. many
ozom, v. to be quiet, still, to be calm (of sea)
ozong, n. endearment for own child
ozou, adj. lasting, not running out of water(well);
v. mongozou to trouble strangers?

onsung, n. mortar for pounding rice made of
wood
onsungui, n. bracelet
ontihoi, v. to sneeze
ontihob, v. to gulp, to belch
ontikul, n. moth
ontingod, v. to use a toothpick
ontis, v. to squeeze
ontob, adj. endless, unceasingly
ontok, n. time, use, place, v. to be, make use, fit,
put to use
ontolob, n. tool for weight lifting, stone, v. to
train to become strong (with spirit power)
ontolu, n. egg
ontolu(h), n. testicals; v. mogontolu to castrate
ontud, n. noise of breaking wind v. to fart
ontumol, n. chicken louse
ontupat, v. to watch, to be careful, attentive
ood, adj. overeaten, painful from having
overeaten
opos, n. lung
opud, v. to realize, to live, to happen
opung, v. to be left, to stay behind, make...
oput, v. to be connected with, to continue
ori, n. bride without bridegroom, v. to cry
waiting for bridegroom
orib, v. to cut, grate vegetables
origi, n. posts of timper for building house
oris, v. to fear, to be afraid
orod, adj. round
orok, v. to break, to crack (of china, stones)
orong, n. endearment for child
orot, n. slimming rings (of brass for females)
orukakang, n. thistle
oruntana, n. NN of deity, creator in legend
oruntut, n. backbone, vertebra, spinal column; v.
monoruntut to carry responsibility
orupag, n. small jungle fruit
orut, v. to invite
oruvan, v. to enjoy misfortune of others
osikau, n. kind of tree
osok, v. to laugh at, mongosok
osu, n. leaf for chewing
oton, n. home for inlaws
otong, n. endearment for child =darling
otos, v. to be silent, to keep quiet
otud, n. knee v. kneel, v. 2. to follow old custom
or adat
otuk, v. to make a fish hook
ovak, v. to split
ovit, v. to bring, to carry along, to carry with

padaha, n. chicken place, cf. timpaha
padapa, n. fossil v. to get fossilized
padot, adj. narrow, close, dense
paga, v. to wring
pagahavon, n. red, fertile soil,
paganakan, n. uterus, womb, cf. anak
pagka, v. mamagka to pronounce judgement
pagon, adj. difficult
pagong, n. nipa palm, leaf from n.
pagung, n. blunt part of knife, back of knive
paha, n. honey 2.shelf
pahangat, n. big fly, meat-fly
pahi, n. ray-fish 2. rupture of navel, hernia
pahung, n. fish
pais, n. carving knife
pajal, v. to scold
pakai, v. to dress, to use clothes, manampakai; n.
pakazan clothes, dresses
pakat, v. to agree cf. upakat
pakau, v. to bellow, (of deer)
pakok, v. to cluck after laying egg, cf. mongimpurakok
paku, n. nail
pakugandang, n. chameleon
palad, n. hand, flat hand, palm, v. to open hand
mumpalad to keep for oneself
palampag, n. floor cf. rinantai, upstairs
palangkat, n. storm in September
palanuk, n. mouse deer cf. poligohok Mal pelanduk
palatik, n. speartrap cf. valatik
palatung, n. beans long
palavan, n. sweet potatoes
palid, v. to loose one`s way, mislead
paling, v. to ridicule, to mock
palis, v. to invoke spirits for assistance
palit, v. to cover up, to fill up
paliu, n. name of tree 2.poison (of snake, fish)
also for arrow of blow-pipe
palou, adj. tasteless, insipid
palu, n. rain river or brook
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palui, v. to be stupid
palung, v. to cut off ear, adj. being without ear
pamampal, n. NN of spirit
pampad, v. to be carried away by flood, to drift
away
pampang, n. rock; v. mamampang to clear
jungle, undergrowth
pana, n. bow>arrow
panabang, n. thick branch of top of a tree
panambat, n. stranger like gipsy
panatan, n. name of tree
panau, v. to go, to walk
panahambai, n. seam of long dress
pandangan, n. giant, mythical figure
pandu, v. to lead, to head; n. i manandu the
captain
pandung, n. long skirt, long sarong
pangampal, n. NN of spirit
pangasakan, n. stars of sowing season cf. asok
>Orion
pangazam, n. domestic animals cf. ozom
panggam, n. kind of wood, suitable for making
charcoal
panggol, adj. thick, strong, solid
pangi, v. to rain continueously, n. rainy season
also manampangi r.s.
pangit, adj. diligent
pangkal, n. upper leg, thigh
pangkaran, n. cf. pangkal
pangkat, n. title, v. to appoint, to elevate
pangkis, v. to whoop
pangkot, n. smallpox
pango, v. to branch
pangu, v. to break off (carved wood)
pansang, n. stick, marking line or boundary or
planting hole; v. mamansang to put in stick as a
marker
pansung, adj. steep
pantai, n. sand cf. hogis, hobut; adj. napantazan
(of rice) a filled up rice barn
pantak, v. to cover teeth with gold
pantang, v. to follow rule about taboos, observe
taboo
pantas, v. to be quick, be smart
pantun, n. Mal.song, v. mamantun
panut, v. to be flooded away
papa, n. frond of palmtree
papag, v. to be, make stiff, fasten, make solid
papak, n. wooden nails, driven into tree trunk 2.
tatoo
papal, n. two-years jungle; adj.apapal rich-poor;

n. napapal name of kind of banana
papan, n. plank v. to make planks
papas, n. half, one half
paping, n. other side v. be on one or other side
parad, adj. rough (of surface)
parai, n. rice, unhusked; v. mamarai to pay with
rice
paral, adj. very sick,
parangan, n. shark with saw-fin, saw fish
parapad, n. handrail, post for walls in house
paranggi, n. pineapple, sungkabai
paras, adj. level, even at sea
parit, n. ditch v. to make ditch
paru, adj. industrious, diligent, busy
parut, n. hair of ankle
pasa, v. masa to get rotten, to ruin, to get ruined;
fig. pasa dila, until one's death; pasa tirapus =in
all eternity; pasa pomogunan, =to the end of the
earth; pasa pampang, =until the stones get rotten
pasagangon, n. coal
pasag, v. to kick mipasag, to kick each other
pasagi, n. square log, timber etc. cf. Mal. segi
pasat, v. to originate from
pasi, adj. alive, v. to live, masi, mamasi bring to
life, n. koposizan =life; koposizon = daily life
(including food, provision
pasok, v. to originate from, 2.NULU =nail
pasong, adj. very smelly
pasu, n. large container of porcelain
patai, v. to die, v. mamatai, to kill
patiu, v. to be wrong, do wrong way round cf.
lumpatiu
patod, v. to step on s.o.'s heels
patog, v. to resist, to oppose
patong, adj. loud (of voice, speec h ) emphatic
patut, adj. suitable
pavus, n. small deer
payuk, v. to chain,
pazangan, n. son of a giant
pazas, n. papaya popo-fruit
pazat, v. to bargain, n. tribe
pazu, v. to be worth its value
pazung, n. umbrella (mal payung)
pazus, v. to be flooded away
pemanuk, n. sting ray
pian, adj. opian quiet, hidden
piding, v. to break into pieces
pigis, v. to cut meat up into small pieces
pihid, v. to wipe with cloth
pihoi, adj. thin
pihot, adj. fast, strong, tight
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piit, adj. narrow
pikol, v. to crook a finger, to bend sharply
pikuk, v. to be bent
pilai, v. to throw
pili, v. to choose
pilog, v. to shake one's head, momilog
pilok, n. spear
pilotug, adj. mixed (of vegetable), disturbed (of
people)
pinahazo, n. afterbirth
pinakol, n. pearl chain, necklace of pearls, worn
crossed around neck and breast
pinggang, n. plate cf. Gons. kolopinggang=belt
pindong, adj. pointed, sharp, aimed
pindung, n. loin cloth
pingig, v. to separate in age group s
pingoi, v. to hold head on side (spastic)
pinit, v. to climb high without any fear, catlike to
be daring on high ground
pinizas, n. name of brass container
pintal, v. to be bad mannered, cunning, deceitful,
false perfidious 2. to accentuate
pinukab, n. harpoon
pipi, v. to be all alike
pipit, adj. dense, of grass, v. to be in trouble, >
obimpipitan, in great need
pirabangan, n. fork
piri, v. to lighten fire by twisting a stick
pirik, v. momirik, to pull, to lift up by a pully
pirisok, n. grass with long roots
pirit, n. sparrow
piromitan, n. NN of spirit 2. new moon-time
piruru, n. bullet, shot balls
pisak, v. to nip, to squeeze, to pinch
pisimpangan, n. cross-way, cross-road, cf. simpang
pisok, v. to put out fire
pisos, vo. to rub, to grind to pieces
pisosorumpungan, n. cross-road
pisuk, n. corner
pisupaan, n. p. dot avan horizon
pitas, v. to split, to cut into two, to explode
pitik, v. to strike fire; n. pitikan flintstone
pitou, v. to reflect
piuhalan, n. joints of bones cf. uhol
pizak, n. chick
podi, v. to burn (of pain) adj. opodi sharpish
podok, adj. small, little
podos, adj. hot, sharp, flavoured, highly
seasoned
poduli, v. to allow, to permit

podsoluvon, n. hermaphrodite
podsu, v. bathe, baptize
podzudu, n. fire wood
pogong, n. carving knife(ceremonial as wedding
gift)
pogos, v. to suffer, to get worn out
pogot, v. to be hard working
pogun, adj. deserted, n. a deserted longhouse
place; v. momogun to desert a longhouse 2.
name of people; n. pomogunan country, village
of the Momogun people; pasok momogun =
Descendants of Sabah
pogus, v. to wrap
poit, v. adj. to be bitter
pokilok, n. arm-pit
pokisik, n. lizzard
pokong, v. to be crippled
poligun, n. char cf. moligun
poligohok, n. mousedeer
polihan, n. rope for tying, binding cf. Mal tali
polinsakob, n. shoulder-bone
polinsou, n. shotball of gun
polipikan, n. frog
poliputan, n. octopus
polod, n. palm tree similiar to coconut cf. lulub;
from polod-tree >cotton
polug, v. to plant for a second time cf. gopu
poluk, v. to buy a person (by buying his heart)
pompo, n. name of gong, like soludon
pompod, n. end, pompod tana =land's end; v.
momompod to cut off end, to shorten
pompong, v. momompong to stop talking
rubbish
pondou, v. to blind, to glare adj. opondou
glaring
pongo, v. to finish, to bring to close, end
pongodumparan, n. provisional matter, not final
pongugadan, n. hunting place
ponikos, n. string, binding material
ponu, v. adj. full, to fill up
ponzu, n. tortoise
poom, v. to pump (engl.pump), 2. form (engl.
form), application
popogong, n. name of earthen pot
popok, v. to close
popol, n. piece of broken jar 2. wood for
charcoal, v. to make offerings to spirits
popou, v. to smoke
poriling, n. neck
porinta, n. government, r ule (for eign)
Mal.perentah, v. to rule, to order, to suppress
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moden> to govern
porisa, v. to try, to proof, to test (Mal preksa)
porit, n. prickle heat
porizuk, n. frying pan, pot cf. kava
porodot, adj. pretty, v. to be pretty
porogom, n. bird
porosuma, adj. in vain, <Mal. cuma
porotina, n. valuable belt of headman
porou, v. to be blurred
porud, n. stem of leaf
porumuk, v. to collect bits of food
posi, adj. pale
posik, v. to wake up, to waken
posul, v. to begin to appear (first milk, horn of
buffalo, cow)
poting, adj. taut
potizukan, n. honey-producing bees
potui, v. motui to stiffen (of penis)
puasa, v. momuasa to fast (mal)
pudali, v. to outfit at place of new position
pudik, v. to make even
pudung, v. to cut
pudus, n. straw used for cigaret wrapper
pugai, v. to have fallen in love, be in love, be
vexed; pomugai, n. vexer
pugas, v. to clean (surface only)
puhak, v. to open up jungle, make a clearing
puhod, v. to be loud
puhu, v. to collect, to put together, n. name of
bird
puhus, v. to flatten rottan with knife
puhut, v. to break, to collapse (of house, floor,
bridge)
pukot, n. fishing net for drawing; adj.
orongpukot angry about frien d s and their work;
v. momukot to fish with net
puku, n. capital, stem, origin, v. to make capital,
stem, set aside as capital
pukung, adj. crippled
pulang, v. to repeat s.th. >mokimulang to ask for
repeating
pulanu, v. to know, to recognize
puli, v. to repeat
pulid, v. to take off
puliut, n. taboo (three day absence from ricefield)
pulu, v. to acknowledge
pulut, adj. sticky n. glued, gum, resin, v. to stick
together, to glue
pumpuvak, v. to whistle with rice straw
punan, n. laying hen, hatching hen

pundang, v. to fill in from centre, start from
middle
pungit, n. bat cf. mangkavot
pungut, n. name of jar
punjal, n. name of gong
punovot, v. to be in danger, be hit by trouble, be
unlucky be hit by accident
punso, v. to die out, to extinguish
punti, n. banane, general term >kadau, pisang
susu, torosok, monulun, etc.
puntuk, v. to select bigger ones
puod, v. be in mourning
puol, v. to loose or shed from top like deer
sheding antlers, tree without crown
puparai, n. pearl
pupu, v. to wash (material, clothes)
pupud, v. to restore, to remake, to rebuild
pupus, v. to finish a job, finish paying back
debts to come to an end
puputan, n. exhaust pipe, chimney
purak, adj. white
purangit, v. to talk oneself into anger, speak
double tongued
puras, v. to sort out, to examine cf. impuras
purimon, v. to feel
purobog, v. momurobog to stutter slightly, speak
uneven
purog, n. sand stone
purok, adj. torn to pieces, nomurok, fallen to p.
purun, v. to get, be in a heap, to heapen up
purung, v. to roll rings
purut, n. finger point, tip of fingers; v. momurut
to pick up with fingers n. sompurut pinch
puru, n. island, v. to make island into ricefield,
jungle; n, puruhan clearing such an island
purugou, v. to stir
puruvan, n. collection, unit, parish
puruvong, v. to collect together
pusai, v. momusai to rub, to kindle, to stroke;
pusazai-no = pusazo-oku-no =imp.
pusak, v. to breath heavily
pusod, n. navel; v. mongimpusod to cut
umbilical cord after birth
pusok, adj. close, narrow, dense, v. to fill up
tight, 2. sing nursery rhymes
pusou, v. to repeat questions; adj. opusou being
forgettable
pusus, v. to restrain maniac, wild buffalo etc. to
fetter, to shackle
puta, n. foam, slaver, v. to foam
putal, v. to be covered with (plated) cf. rogup
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spirit
ramai, v. to be frequented, be lively cf. Mal; n.
ramai-damai entertainment
ramaza, adj. flat
ramban, v. to make general intercession, be
aquainted with the general situation
rambat, n. net, v. to catch fish with >r.
rambazad, v. to rise slowly, gradually (of hill)
ramit, v . to grip, to hold with hand
rami, v. to be festive
ramok, n. arrow
rampahan, n. trained priestess
rampai, v. to hang clothes over line (in house)
rampam, n. top of foot
rampanau, n. parasite in tree
rampas, v. to rob,
ramping, adj. sharp, pointed
rampus, v. to be, get wild, be stubborn
ranas, n. to zizzle, to crackle (of pig fat in pan)
ranau, n. wet rice-field, irrigation
randangau, n. shaft of spear
randavi, v. to stick out between others, n. middle
finger 2. person with spiritual power, gifted
rangalak, n. tuna fish
rangau, n. span of finger cf. dangau =8 inch
ranggal, n. verandah, v. to trespass
ranggang, v. to be far apart, be distant
ranggou, adj. long-headed, v. to use stilts
ranggum, adj. whole, all
rangkai, v. to enumerate, to compare, to account
rangkam, v. to enter s.o.'s bedroom and sleep
with his wife without being known to be there
rangkap, v. to be perfect, have in plenty
rangkat, v. to move into other house, cf. rungkap
rangui, v. to be level, to slant
rani, n. big burn of ricefield for many people
ransang, v.
ransuk, adj. steep v. to make steep
rantai, adj. even, level, n. floor, 2.chain
3.measurement 66feet; v. mangarantai to make
level, make a floor of house
rantap, adj. flooded
rantas, v. to cut from piece off, be of same
piece; n. rantas pusod be from sa me
mother/family
rantau, v. adj. far away, lost
ranzat, v. to originate, to generate, n. race,
people, generation
rantau, v. to dispell, to neutralize drunkeness
rapak, v. to be muddy, adj. muddly, n. mud, dirt
rapakas, adj. fruitless, infertile

putu, n. locust
putui, v. to be one-sided
putut, v. to break, to tear
puun, n. centre, stem, trunk, tree
puvak, n. wood with fruits
puvok, n. owl
puvong, v. to throw away
puvos, v. to throw
puzai, v. to rub, to stroke a child
puzung, v. to be in wrong order; adj. olipuzung
where child is ordering his parents

raag, v. to ruin, to get bad
raan, n. branch, twig v. to b ranch off
raat, adj. bad, wrong; v. mangaraat to make
bad, rumaat to get bad; mongindaraat to make
s.o. a bad name; n. korumaato badness
raba, v. to get a lot of prey by hunting
rabag, v. to have eyes full of tears, flow over
with t.
rabas, n. forhead
raboi, v. to overlap
rabot, n. woman who knows everything
rabpo, n. sword
rabu, n. roll of tobacco, v. to be full of yaws
rabut, v. to pull out with roots
rada, n. steps v. to go upstairs
radu, n. plough v. mangaradu to plough
raga, n. basket
ragai, n. gout, arthritis
ragam, v. to play
ragang, adj. red v. to redden, to blush; n. ragang
little baby still red
ragup, v. to plate, cover with paint, metal
raha, n. blood, v. to bleed make bleed; v. mangaraha to make bloody offerings
rahan, n. femal pig or hen, not yet producing
rahat, n. sea
rait, v. to name by name; v. rumait to get
betrothed ret-retan the betrothed
rakop, v. to rob n. narakop hostage
ralamou, adj. slippery
ralan, n. path, way, road
ralat, v. to have contractions, second stage after
>hingoton
raliu, v. to infect, sickness being carried over
to.s.o.
ralom, adj. deep of water
ralung, n. NN of spirit (sundu), v. adj. to be
subjected to sundu cf. norolungan filled by that
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rapit, v. to meet, to encounter, to invade, intrude
rapo, v to take
rapot, n. large net
rapou, v. to visit house by house mirarapourapou
rarag, v. to trespass, to transgress
rarap, v. to cut of head of grain.
rarau, n. left over from harvest; v. mongindarau
to collect left overs (grain, fruit)
rarom, n. 2nd for > sakit =sickness
rasau, v. to add in between plants , go zig-zag, to
mix up,
rasop, adj. swampy
rasin, adj. costly, dear, expensive
rasun, n. poison (mal.) cf. kavanit
rata, n. yaws at sole of foot, v. to spy cf.
mamadrata
rato, n. Durian fruit
ratob, v. to be tight, to tighten (of water)
ratu, v. to fall, to fall down
ravo, n. ear of corn, wheat, grains
ravot, v. to talk down from above
ravun, n. name of timber
ravus, v. to be bruised
razap, v. to spread out a net (or winnower)
razou, v. to praise

rinduog, n. heavy cloud near horizon
ringgal, adj. clothes-conscious
ringil, adj.
riniba, n. mankind, men
rinigasan, n. overmilled rice (cf. rigas)
ringkam, v. to be ashamed, embarassed, shy,
afraid
ringkau, v. to respond
ringking, v. to be shy
ringot, v. to be troubled by, be nerveous
rinsuk, n. nodge, adj. grooved
rintod, adj. untouchable, except for owner
rintuod, v. to be unmoved as trunk of tree, be
steady; n. korintuodo standard
rintup, adj. narrow, dark
rinukut, cf. rukut collected money, collection for
special aim
rinuvang, cf. ruvang N. inner part, the inside
riris, v. to align, adj. aligned
ririt, v. to squint on purpose >monoririt
ritik, cf. koritik v. to knock at door
rivang, v. to put pole crosswise
rivos, v. to move to and fro
rivot, adj. hindred
rizang, v. to ween piglets
rizau, n. tin

riad, v. to plan time well, adj. suitable (of time)
ribau, n. shallow surface, adj. shallow
ribu, adj. thousand
ribut, n. 2nd for >barat wind, storm
ridi, v. to boil, to cook
ridis, v. to cut tobacco
rigai, v. to exchange for many things, change big
stuff into small articles; adj.origai, cheapish, of
stuff cf. akatul
rigas, adj. pure, solid, fine, friendly
rikin, v. to enumerate, to detail
rikos, adj. slim, slender
rili, n. blouse (buttoned to one side), v. to roll,
wrap around
rilin, n. wax of bees
rilik, v. to clear undergrowth in jungle, clear
secondary jungle
rilung, n. caterpillar's nest (of leaves)with puppet
rimbit, v. to be hindred, be kept at home
rimomol, v. to be smooth, fine adj. fine
rinait, v. cf. rait to call spirits (good one's),
momurinait
rinding, n. wall, v. mongorinding to make walls
rindob, v. to tame

robuk, v. to get rotten, to rott, adj. rotten,
rodok, n. bush, undergrowth
rodon, v. to become numb
rodos, v. to pound rice,
rodot, v. to be keen, be eager, brave
rodus, v. to show anger
rodsu, v. to look with anger
rogo, v. to go too far, ask beyond measures
rogon, n. bad spirits (general term)
rogop, v. to work in turn for everybody
rogot, adj. v. heavy, to talk into, to press, try to
convince to overdo things, to exaggerate
rogup, adj. plated, covered with plate, metal
rohon, adj. loving
rokozou, adj. lively, quick
rokisan, n. 2nd for >kusai =man
rolibu, n. tray for sieving v. to winnow
roloi, n. saliva, v. to want, wish
rolon, n. eal
rolos, n. joist of house on top of the roof post
rolot, v. to partake, to share in activity
rolou-rolou, n. fish in fresh water
rombit, v. to sing in turn
rombung, adj. fertile,
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romihag, n. blood, spread or splashed about
=stains
romisan, n. kind of grass
romos, adj. slippery
romou, n. tear v. to be tearful
rompit, v. to be side on side (intercourse) 2. have
the same boundaries
rompok, v. to be of same heigh t
rompui, v. to be struck unluckily, struck by fate
rompuvan, n. animal of blessing, omen-animal
rompukot, n. despair
romu, n. wound, which is very wet
romudu, n. wound
romut, v. to shrink, to close in, come together
rongilut, n. seaweed
rongit, v. to be vicious (of dogs) fig. of men
rongkoi, v. to compare by confrontation
rongobon, n. door
rongod, adj. suitable, fitting
rongolis, v. to smell of burned horn or hair
rongos, v. to be muddy, be dirty (of fingernails)
rongot, adj. wild (of dogs)
rongou, v. to hear
rongus, v. to bleed from nose
ronok, v. to fear, to
ronom, adj. oronom slightly salty, of water
ronou, v. be, become famous, be outstanding,
have a name
rontob, v. to extend boundary, to enclose, n.
boundary, conj. only
ronun, n. liane
ronuv, v. to spread news, make known to
everybody to become famous, get known as hero
roo, n. chin cf. roo do minamangun >word of
creation (legendary)
ropo, n. measurement, length of outstretched
arms ca. 5 feet cf. dopo
ropou, n. mass of, quantity, collection of
ropuhan, n. kitchen, fireplace, place of offerings
rorohon, v. to like children
rorok, n. red pepper 2.name of bird calling r.
rosi, v. to fear, to be afraid of,
rosou, adj. korosou i mato clear-eyed, sharpeyed
rotsit, v. to suppress someone, change order of
rule (child makes parents obey)
rotod, v. to wait
rotop, n. bluff 2.shore of >olungan
rotsung, adj. angered, annoyed
roun, n. leaf
rovu, n. roses

rovuk, adj. purple
rubat, v. to be in vain, being wasted
ruding, n. timble, v. to play timble
rudtu, v. to fall out, break off (of grain)
rugadin, n. name of customary female dress
rugi, v. overcharge, to take s.o.in, n. thorn
rugu, adj. weak, sick
rugut, n. rice container
ruhak, v. to have holes n. hole, tear in bag, dress
ruhang, v. to add, to join, to accompany, n.
koruhang friend, companion, fellow
ruhuk, v. to come down, adj. oruhuk steep,
precipitous
ruhun, v. to have mercy
ruka, v. to come back, to repeat (of sickness)
rukakang, n. name of wood with thorns
rukom, n. tree with fruits and thorns, adj. stiff
(of hand)
rukou, a dj. be disturbed while resting
>norukahan
rukung, adj. weak, fragile of body, person
rukut, v. to gather together, collect, make
collection; n. pongorukut collection
rulan, v. to order, to administer,
rulang, v. to clean rottan by beating
rulou, n. flesh of fruit
ruluk, v. to fold together, to fall down, collapse
rulun, v. to flow down, to wash down river
rumbang, adj. unsteady
rumbizo, n. sago cf. natok >sago corn
rumo, v. mirumo-rumo to chat together
rumpak, v. to make war, to fight, n. war, fight,
trouble
rumpiu, v. to be weak, be unsteady, be fragile
rumpung, v. to belong to one another 2.to bring
rice into sulap, collect rice
rumun, n. nest (of birds, rats, bees, snakes)
runat, n. 2nd for >adau sun, day
rundan, v. to call, (spirits) by gongs
rundavangan, adj. plead-ed in different colours
runding, v. to be careful, be sparing with money
mal. to consider
rundok, v. to hang down from (hair into face)
runduk, v. to be inspired by spirits
rundun, v. to have same fate /seek same fate as
other person (die, get sick, )
rundzud, v. to lead into trouble, to wish for
friend the same fate
runggou, n. jar
rungib, n. cave
rungkap, v. to settle far off, move house into dis-
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tant place
rungkum, v. to add, to gether together
rungkadit, v. to bare teeth, show teeth
rungod, v. to increase, to grow
rungoi, v. to ruin, to break down
rungou, n. swarm of bees
rungub, n. jar with narrow opening
runsong, v. to crinkle, (of leaves) adj. crinkled
runti, n. tabioca, yams
runtud, v. to stand for someone, back s.body; n.
toruntud backbone, spinal column
runus, v. to finish up money of some friend
ruol, n. pain v. to have pain rumuol
ruput, v. to accuse, to blame cf. Engl. report
ruru, v. to fall out (of teeth)
rurud, adj. increasing (of trouble)>norurudan
ruru(h), v. to double string, to reinforce
rurumana, n. moor, swamp
rurung, adj. empty, n. korurung empty shell
rurus, adj. straight cf. Mal. lurus
rurut, v. to be lasting, >kopirurut=to stay
together
rusod, adj. fitting inside, v. to live with others,
find enough space inside 2. Rusod, NN of spirit
living with family
rusud, v. to slip, to glide cf. vurusud
rusuk, v. to be greedy(about food)
rusun, v. to be steadily
ruta, adj. broken into pieces, of small pieces
rutad, c. to crush, to make small
rutik, n. foot print, foot marks
ruvab, n. high tide, v. to rise (of tide)
ruvak, adj. soft, fine, (of soil)
ruvang, n. one field unit, compartment
ruvuk, v. to get giddy (from h eight) piruvukon
ruzou, v. to die (of plants) to whither

sabu, v. to be in heat (of female animals)
sada, n. fish in general
sadaka, n. Arabic alm, v. to give alms
sadakai, v. to be well cared for
sadang, n. ear-rings
sadu, v. to stumble
sagai, n. head hunter v. manansagai to be h.h.
sagal, v. to spread out
sagana, adj. all together Mal se-genap
sagang, cf. pasagangon coal
sagap, v. to get disappointed
sagi, adj.n. corner, pointed,
saging, n. carrying basket, used by female
sagol, n. sediment in water boiler, lime in kettle
sagou, v. to fetch water from well, river
sagut, n. kind of banane plant, hemp
saha, v. to arrive early for feast
sahabol, v. to explain talk of frien d , in order to
avoide misunderstanding
sahaja, v. to neglect
sahari, v. to intend, to look for daily necessities
(what concerns one >hari(mal.=day)
sahau, n. place under, near foot, tree, v. to be
pupil of priestess fig. get underneath
sahid, v. to bail out water from boat(with scoop)
sain, v. sumain to sign, undersign, cf. Engl. sign
sakag, v. to get seeds ready, collect seedlings, n.
seedling, sprout to be planted
sakai, v. to ride, be astride
sakap, adj. bearable, cf. kogoos
sakal, n. sugar
sakat, v. to pull out (tooth)
sakau, adj. asakau dirty,
sakit, adj. sick, ill, v. sumakit to have fever, n.
sickness, fever
sako, v. to ride, to be astride
sakob, v. to get fleshy, thicken (as maize) 2. to
be in rage, be horrified.be no longer oneself,
positive and negative
sakot, n. grass, weeds
sakup, n. fellow, follower, colleague, pal
sala, n. short comings, mistake; v. manala to
sentence, to pronounce sentence, judge
salak, adj.v. asasalakan to overdo things, to
exaggerate
salakoi, v. 2nd for >in-dakod to climb up, go
upstairs
salamat, n. Mal. greeting, peace, fortune; v.
manansalamat to greet
salambat, n. comb v. to comb
salambot, v. to reach big path, main road

saab, v. to hold in mouth aslant
saad, v. to plague, to cause s.o. pain
saag, v. to kick
saai, n. frog (eatable)
saan, v. to carry on shoulder
saang, v. to hold, to collect in hand
saap, v. to oppose, to fight against
saat, v. to paint n. paint cf. Mal cat
sabak, v. to outdo somebody, to overdo, adj.
acting as someone, yet going even further in
hitting, killing, =fateful loyality
sabol, n. alcohol from coconut-sprouts
sabpang, v. to measure strength with fingers
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salambou, n. fish trap (for crabs)
salambung, n. hunter's hut
salang, v. to annoint with lime (when sick)
salapid, v. to make bun (of hair)
salasai, v. to settle case, to complete business
salatun, v. to become Islam follower
salau, n. rice seedling, adj. thick, strong (of rope,
plant, )
sali, v. to exchange
salin, v. to transfer, to translate
salong, n. resin v. to tighten with r.
salou, n. water container made of bamboo
salut, v. to carve, to make a groove
salu(v), v. to exchange by mistake misalu, adj.
alike, mixed up, interchanged; osoluvan mixed
up,
samandak, n. buffalo, not yet old enough for
breeding
samarang, n. large container, cf. >sumbul (of
brass)
samba, v. to honour, to worship
sambakon, n. eyebrow
sambat, n. panambat a good for nothing who
wants to live with s.o. >ombuvoi=stranger as
guest
sambavon, n. NN of spirit
sambayang, n. worship v. to worship, to gather
for w. cf. Mal. sembayang
sambil, conj. at time of, at same time,
simultaneously
sambit, v. to embroider; n. sinombitan
embroidery >sukolob, sarong
samod, v. manamod to love n. love, affection;
monginsasamod to console, to caress
samou, v. to be in trouble, be disturbed, not
seeing end of things, be in despair
sampai, conj. until, till; v. sumampai to reach, to
arrive at, to become the same
sampang, n. shirt, with short sleeves or without
sampat, v. to fit, to suit, to be reachable
sampavon, n. NN of spirit
sampit, v. to be pressed, be depressed, be overruled by obligations, be not free to decide
sampuk, n. 2nd for >parai rice
samung, v. to meet, to join, cf. amung
sana, v. to hate
sanda, v. to pawn
sandai, n. band of pearls, bound crosswise over
chest; sandai bini n. clothes of dancer cf. sundai
sandak, v. to hit onto.to b e on top of, n. upper
floor (of multistory building)

sandak, cf. sumandak n. female buffalo old
enough to fight; mogumandak n. deer(female)
sandal, v. to strand (of boat), to hit ground in
shallow sea
sandang, v. to hit, to collide 2. to carry across
shoulder (of >sandai), n. band carried across
shoulder 3.NN of spirit
sandap, adj. diligent, v. to do, work fast, cf.
osilad
sandung, cf. sinandung
sangab, v. to sit fast, be fixed
sangahan, n. male deer cf. indu =female deer
sangai, adj. of same name, n. same name, v. to
use second names to avoid same sound >to use
in-laws-words (cf. >mongivan)
sangal, v. to have a big mouth (boat) about one's
work
sangat, v. to fasten, n. NN of spirit
sanggip, v. to grip, cf. anggip, n. claws of crab
sanggong, v. to be beautiful, adj.
sangit, n. container for drinking water
sangka, v. to consider (mal jangka)
sangkad, v. to perch (of chicken)
sangkag, n. fork
sangkat, v. to include all present persons
sangkil, n. drinking bea-ker, glass (Mal.cangkil)
sangkul, n. hoe, (Mal. cangkul), v. manangkul to
hoe with s.
sangod, n. enemy v. to have an enemy
sangu, v. to watch out for trouble
sangup, n. cucumber
sanong, v. to suit, be a suitable partner, n. omen
sansag, v. to bark a tree, peel of bark, n. NN of
spirit
sansam, n. kind of spinach
sansang, v. to fight for a girl
sansava, n. NN of spirit
sansara, n. suffering, pain, trouble, endurance
cf. Mal sensara; v. manansara to endure pain,
encounter trouble
santut, v. to cover private parts, n. loin cloth
(nappy)
sapa, v. to chew
sapad, n. peritoneum
sapadang, n. sword, long
sapai, v. to put on top of, throw away onto
sapang, n. lip-stick, v. to use a l.
sapi, n. cow
sapit, n. boat, made of planks
sapou, adj. plenty, plentiful
sapul, v. to save, to help, to rescue
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saputangan, n. Mal. handkerchief
sara, v. to laugh continuously, 2. to break (of
gras, shatter)
sarad, v. to harvest by cutting bunch after bunch
sarada, v. to see clearly
sarag, b. to be the same
saragot, adj. frequent, often
saransang, adj.v. to sit astride
sarap, adj. early, in the morning; v. sumarap to
be early in the morning; adv. sasarap early in the
morning
sarapang, n. harpoon
sarau, v. to peer, to peep from underneath; adj.
asarau visible from underneath (underwear)
sarazo, adj. up river, cf. sava down river; v.
sumarazo to go up river cf. sumava
saring, n. brass
saro, n. mark, centre of wood, soft stuff
sarok, adj. frequent, often
sarong, n. traditional dress of female cf. sukolob,
tapi
sarung, v. to live in, to lodge in <spirit in person,
n. envelope, cover, pillow-case
sasad, v. to scatter, to spread with fingers
sasap, v. to groove,
sasarad, n. sickle cf. sarad
sasi, v. sumasi to witness, n. witness in court,
action
saso, v. to collect leaves for roof (manaso)
satu, n. hard shell of coconut
saud, v. to pound rice
saup, n. dry measure-ment, v. to get better and
worse, to fluctuate (of sickness)
sava, adj. down river, downwards adv.
savad, v. to involve oneself into others trouble to
interrupt speech of s.o.
savang, v. to flow into, to join (of river)
savat, n. height, adj. high
savit, v. to set thread for weaving
savo, n. partner in marriage; v. manansavo to
propose for marriage (from male side); v.
mokisavo to ask to be married (from female
side); v. misavo to marry each other minisavo be
married
savong, v. to carry in crook of arm, n. lizzard cf.
>mandahatan
sazad, adj. long (of dress, trousers, shirts)
sazau, v. to jump about (dance)
sazou, adj. unsteady
sazu, v. to blackmail neighbour, to live on others
by making bad names

sazung, v. to carry on arm (child)
sera, adv. when
sian, adj. merciful, v. to have mercy
siat, v. to put in between, get in between
siba, v. to abuse, to slander, (mongusiba)
sibak, adj. near ground, low
sibol, v. to make a dam near river bend
sidang, v. to put into sunlight, for drying purpose
sidat, v. to wink with eyes
siduol, v. to sprain leg
sidung, v. to be outgrown
sidut, v. to make offerings, prevent misfortune at
birth of child
sigal, n. head dress of men
sigot, v. to age childless, bear no fruit, stop
bearing fruit
sigu, n. title of teacher cf. Mal Che-gu=Enche
guru
sigup, n. tobacco v. monigup to smoke
sihat, adj. healthy, well being
siid, n. brush
siin, n. money cf. Engl. cent
siit, n. hook v. moniit to hook in
sikalat, v. to get surprised
sikang, n. spoon
sikib, v. to be covered with one sheet (of tw
people)
sikid, v. to fit to each (day, month, period,
person)
sikim, adj. poor
sikit, adj. dry, inflammable n. flame
sikob, b. to be stuck (ring on finger)
siku, n. elbow, v. mononsiku, to use elbows
sikuk, n. ape, monkey
sikul, n. school cf. Mal.sekola
sikulab, v. to last one moment, n. 2nd name for
>first month of the year
sikungkug, n. dove as >ongkukul 2nd for >o.
sikurub, n. crew (from Engl. screw
silad, v. to get startled, be attentive of everyth. be
clever
silambou, n. deer with long legs
silau, v. to rise, to appear (of sun, moon, rice)
silik, v. to squint
siling, v. to throw at
siliu, v. to change
silohoi, n. fire-pool v. to go up in flame,
silok, v. to creep
silong, v. to clean ears
silou, adj.osilou yellow
sima, v. to have a lot, be in great numbers
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simbaal, v. to lie, to be double-faced
simban, v. to change position
simbong, v. to put together, to join together, n.
screw, nut, nail, hinge functioning as joiner
simbubut, n. sling v. to throw with sling
simbul, v. to jump, to leap
simbuna, v. to commit a crime
simozo, v. to overlook intentionally

sinorungan, n. NN of spirit
sinontotok, n. brass ring, bracelet
sinsib, v. to chip off(fruit)
sinsing, n. ring for finger, v. to roll up trousers
or shirt sleaves
siou, v. to be brave, be a hero
sipak, v. to throw ball (Mal. sepak)
sira, v. to chase, to hunt
sirang, n. family appartment >ongkob
sirangat, adj. unkempt
sirangkap, n. mouse- or rat-trap
siri, adv. nearby, there then, sisiri nearly, almost
sirid, v. to wave arms in dance; prep.marker
siri + sid = sirid >over there
siring, n. side, rim (of table, floor, ricefield)
sirot, v. to look
sirou, v. to glare
sirung, v. to carry on one's head, n. head-wear,
hat, adj.opinsirung higher than h.
sisi(h), v to overlook, to not catching one's eye
sisiu, v. >nokosisiu to be struck by lightning, to
burn
sisid, v. to divide, to distribute, get to everybody
sisik, v. to scratch
sisip, v. to push in between
sisizud, n. basket for catching crabs in hill brook
cf. sizud
siti, adv. here, sitid (siti+sid=sitid)>right here
siva, v. to rent (mal.)
sivang, v. to be broad
sivot, n. 2nd of lompodos >similiar to
peppermint
sizakang, v. to be hot-headed
sizau, v. to be wild (animal) adj. osizau wild
sizong, adj.
sizop, v. to smoke
sizud, n. shellfish in hill brook, v. to catch >
sizud with basket-like container
sobilikan, n. name of wood, the mark of it is
edible after being pounded
soboi, n. hunchback
sobot, v. to be full of water
sobu, n. urine, v. minsobu to urinate
sobul, v. to germinate, to sprout, n. sty in the
corner of eye
sodia, v. to get ready, make ready
sodingarat, n. name of grass, similiar to millet
sodiri, v. to select, to sort out
sodop, n. night adj. at night; minsosodop
evening
sodu, n. distance adj. osodu far away, distant

simpad, v. to catch animal on ground
simpang, v. to branch off (path, road)
simpipi, v. to choose, to pick out from
simpana, n. range of vision, reach of eye
simpod, v. to catch by jumping after (bird) in
mid-air
simpon, n. shorts, underwear
simpuk, v. to select rice from husks
simuk, v. to betray
sinamon, cf. samon n. preserved vegetable (cabbage, nangko, pazas
sinang, v. to be well, be content
sindak, adj. osindak bright, shining
sindan, v. to commit a crime, to dishonour
singap, v. to snap, to snatch (of dogs)
singat, v. to be a boaster
singgarai, v. to have finished speaking, come to
conclusion
singgazun, v. to cooperate, to do together, do in
one piece
singgohuk, v. to repeat speech, wish
singgol, v. to stretch out hand towards sky
singgoub, n. trap for taking monkeys (like shelter)
singkapu, adj. adopted, v. to ydopt child of earlier marriage of partner
singkat, v. to fetch down
singkotud, v. to sleep with knees bent towards
body
singkop, v. to fulfill, to finalize
singkud, v. to swallow
singkudou, v. to kneel
singkun, v. to lever, to lean against, to stem
against
singod, v. to sting; n. poniningod wasp
singou, adj. osisingou left over, left alone, lonely
singud, v. to kiss with nose adj. osingud smelly
singut, v. to cry, to weep, sob, snivel
sino, adj. there, v. to be born >sumino; n.
kinosinaan time of birth
sinolikud, v. to steal behind one's back
sinonod, n. fat from venison, beef or buffalo
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sogil, v. to push, to shove
sogimuhun, v. to get ready beforehand, sleep on
one`s way to somewhere (market)
sogindai, n. top, leader, tree top, cf. indai
sogit, adj. osogit cool, cold
sogo, n. rottan(Mal) sogo do poring =bamboosprouts
sogumau, n. centre of ricefield, crown of head
sogup, v. to encourage, draw attention (woman)
sohuk, v. to scoop out water with scoop
sohuru, v. sohuruvon to encourage, cf. mangantu
monohuru
sokil, v. to ladle
soko, n. new grass-sprout
sokot, v. to stick, be stuck
sokub, n. cover of roof top, ridge
sokuian, adj. innumberable
sokumu, adj. early, too early
solibaba, v. to walk in sleep
soligagamon, n. a impostering person (telling
tales like being being married, having children
etc.)
solikud, v. to take without knowledge of others
solimban, v. to surpass, to overdo in ordering,
ruling
solipatai, v. to ruin name of a person
soliu, v. to come out of a room, of house or spear
of sheath
solivohuk, n. cricket
solob, v. to use witchcraft
solod, v. to take for oneself, be greedy
soloi, v. adj. to have time for s.o.
solohon, v. to feel guilty
solon, v. to desire, to want
solop, v. to snap, to snatch, (of dogs)
solot, v. to be full, be loaden, to be crammed in
soludon, n. name of gong
solug, n. track of animals in forest, undergrowth
solukob, n. container of two parts fitting into
each other
solumpag, n. youngsters of family, offsprings
solung, v. to carry on crook of arm; n. solungan
yoke of animals, cf. paud =plough
sombila, n. NN of spirit of house
sombirang, n. front holder of saddle
sombol, n. neighbour-place
somok, adj. osomok near
sompipi, v. to sort out, to select, cf. simpipi
sompoton, n. musical instrument, made of bamboo
sombut, v to spray

somul, adj. somul-omul always present
sompuru, adj. assembled, knowing everything
sondihon, n. NN of spirit in the rocks, n. back of
seat, chair
sondiu, v. to lean against (wall, back of seat)
sondot, v. to come down, reach ground
sonduk, n. spoon for serving food
sondulu, n. fingernail
sonib, v. to be close to
sonit, n. turtle
songgol, v. to hold in hand, n. a handful
>hanggum
songit, adj. hot-tempered, fiery, fierce,
songki, n. cloves cf. Mal.jengki
songkiang, v. to move away, to interfer, separate
songkol, n. long beam in house construction
songou, adj. osongou broad, wide
sonsog, v. to press cf. >gorot
sonsom, v. to guess, to imply
sonsong, v. to close, to tighten with cork (bottle,
hole)
sonsop, v. to look intensely, to discern, to make
out
sopi, v. to correct, dislocation of jaw
sopilang, n. shoulder band on uniform
sopo, n. hemp
sopok, v. to cut down to root
sopol, v. to cut down to rood cf. >sopok, 2. to
mark from birth, 3. to make deposit for marriage
soporurut, adv. eternal, always
sopot, v. to be joyful
sopuk, n. blow-pipe v. to use blow-pipe
sopung, adj. early
soputan, n. wasp
sori, adj. there, far off prep. sorid (sori+sid)
sorian, n. cow
soriba, v. to be underneath cf. >riba
sorimbutuon, v. to become scared, get
goosefleshy
sorimulok, v. to get blisters, skin comes off
hands
soririt, v. to steer at somebody, have exe fixed
upon, squint
sorob, v. to burn, to burn down, adj. burned,
sorod, n. sting of fish, bone in dorsal fin
soron, v. to be a medium (of spirit)
sorondok, v. to grow again (of mew land)
sorongot, adj. fine, smart
soronsob, n. name of bird
sorot, n. honey of bees
sorou, n. medium, a person with metaphiysical
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power; adj. osorou perceptive; v. monorou to
guess, to imagine
sorumo, adv. outside
sorupai, n. name of a medium in legend
(>vuvulazon)
sorut, n. binding material for roofing
soruvang, v. to visit fig. to steal(as stranger
entering a house)
sosod, v. to temper steel
sosok, v. to enquire monginsosok
sosop, v. to suck
sosot, v. to get stuck in mud, to sink in,
sotok, v. to get healed by spirits(be powerful
spirited)
soup, v. to be loaded, b ent by weight
soval, n. trousers
sovion, n. woman's dress, tool of priestess
sovolok, v. to be really hungry after sickness, ravenous; obinsovolokon crazy after menfolk (of
woman)
sovut, v. to dawn, n. haze

sukob, v. to avenge later, to avenge in good time
sukod, adj. grown up, adult, v. to grow up
sumukod, n. elder, headman
sukoi, n. duty, tax, rent cf. cukai (Mal); n.
monukoi to leavy tax
sukolob, n. black customary dress of RUNGUS
woman cf. sinompitan, linongkitan
suku, n. part of, quarter, section; v. misuku to
share
sukud, n. age, end of life
sukul, adj. if only
sukung, v. measure
sukup, v. to have plenty, be enough (Mal cukup)
sulag, v. to appear from
sulak, v. to meet, to exchange
sulakan, v. to bear, be delivered of a child
sulat, v. to embroider, to meand holes and tears
sulau, n. knee-bone, also plate of necklace
suli, v. monuli to pay back, repay debts, to
revenge
suling, n. pipe v. monuling to blow pipe
suliu, n. beam under floor, cf. sulu
sulo, v. to respect, to honour, to fear; adj. osulo
afraid of food, work, being too big
suloi, v. to encounter
sulok, v. sumulok to go into interior, up-river
sulu, v. to line up (of fishes on line for drying
purpose or tobacco leaves etc.)
sulung, v. to catch in sling, n. dress in general, n.
2. container-basket for carrying pigs
sulu(v), n. beam of floor
sumad, v. to feed animals in trough ; n.
susumadan food container for feeding purpose
sumandavot, n. NN of spirit of living room
sumahad, n. NN of spirit
sumangat, n. NN of spirit
sumasamou, cf. samou n. person in perpetual
trouble, without help, aim, purpose
sumbang, v. to commit incest n. incest
sumbarali, v. to get to other side, to go to and
fro
sumbiling, n. reed, cane, similiar to bamboo
sumbod, v. to turn jokes into hatred
sumbol, v. to hyperbolize, to cover
sumbozo, v. to follow suit
sumbu, n. resin,
sumbul, v. to regret
sumbung, adj. bumptious v. to be b., be a
swagger
sumonsodop, n. NN spirit in living quarters
sumpa, v. to swear, to take an oath

suap, v. to harvest one breadth in ricefield
suat, v. to suit, fit, to be accordingly
suau, v. to be friendly, be pleasant
suba, v. to tempt, to try cf. Mal coba
subal, v. to overdo things, do in excess
subang, v. to trespass
subo, v. to add fuel to fire
subol, n. trap, v. to make a trap
subung, n. beaker, cup
sudampai, v. to carry over shoulder
sudimurak, n. name of tree
sudong, v. to have enough of everything
sudzul, v. to push
sugak, v. to pull down with a stick
sugat, v. to listen to gossip, find out from gossip
sugkong, adj. disliking, aversive, v. to refuse to
be married off
sugul, v. to realize, to bring into effect, to offer
sugut, v. to eat sugarcane (minsugut)
suhak, v. to come to surface
suhat, v. to greet, be well, be in order, v. monginsuhat to wish one well
suhu, v. monuhu to order, to demand
suhul, v. to be careless
suhut, v. sumuhut to follow, to obey
sukab, v. to open
sukang, n. vinegar
sukapdungun, n. shrub in secondary jungle
sukat, v. to measure (mal)
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sumpak, adj. unsteady,
sumpakan, n. young buffalo
sumpakon, n. holder, handle
sumparau, v. to be dazzled
sumuvot, adj. rarely, seldom
sunat, v. to circumcize, n. circumcision (Mal)
sundai, v. to dance (of female)
sundait, n. riddle
sundal, n. prostitute (Mal)
sundatang, n. guitar
sundu, n. supranatural power, spirit
sunduk, v. to point, adj. pointed, n. corner, edge
sundul, v. to push away, to push upwards
sundung, v. to make a head cover, n. head dress
sundut, v. to fear somebody, cf. >ronok
sungal, v. to root up, turn upside down, to dig
sungang, n. eagle, legendary bird
sunggip, v. to grip with two fingers, n. peg,
pliers
sunggu, v. to aim, to reach at, to ask for
repayment, n. point, aimed at
suni, v. to sprout, to grow; n. sumuni virgin,
teen-ager girl, 2. sprout, shoot; suni vagu slang
for teenager boy; n, momodsuni girl coming into
marriageable age
sungkabai, n. pineapple cf. >paranggi
sungkad, v. to hit on top of
sungkit, v. to vaccinate
sungkob, v. to suit, to fill up
sungkod, v. to support, to prop, n. prop, joist,
truss
sungkolingan, n. name of tree, used for making
rice morsels
sungkoliu, n. sling for catching animals, v. to
make sl.
sunog, n. small valley
sunsang, v. to talk inarticulately, like drunkard
sunsub, v. to chase away
sunsud, n. underneath v. to take cover, go underneath
sunsui, v. to follow ine's track
sunsung, v. to get caught in trap, drive, sail
against wind to have stern wind or storm
sunsulit, n. name of bird
sunsurou, adj. sleepless on account of trouble,
suntu, v. to make an image, make an example, n.
suntuan sample, image, model
suntuk, v. to box
suol, v. to try, to attempt, 2. to refuse politely an
invitation but have hidden wish to accept it
sunu, v. to happen

sunud, adj. quick, sudden, easily
supa, n. Mal. cupa, measurement 4 supa= i gantang
suradi, adj. endless talking
surai, v. to cut with knife, to sever
surat, n. script, letter (Mal.); v. monurat to
write
surga, n. heaven from Sanskrit syurga
suri, v. to go backwards, withdraw
suriban, n. parable v. monuriban to tell p.
suringau, v. to open widely
surip, v. to make a pattern in weaving, n. figure
of weaving pattern
suromo, n. riddle, mystery
surong, n. stranger playing familiar; murongsurong slyish, mischievous
surud, n. harrow v. monurud
surugau, n. curly hair
surui, adj. uneven, unbalanced, unsymetrical
surukan, n. sun or moon stroke v. to suffer from
s.St.
surumpit, v. to flute, n. flute
surung, v. to push, 2. to eat together, each brings
one's own food
surupu, n. luck
surut, v. to grow
susa, adj. difficult cf. Mal.
susu, n. milk, breast, v. to breastfeed
susui, v. to imitate, to follow after s.o.
susuk, v. to put in between
susul, v. to follow track of prey, to intend, to
revenge, 2. to make seam
susumorou, n. glow-worm, firefly
susun, v. to put together orderly
susut, v. to hide
suul, n. wage, earnings v. to pay wages, to
employ
suun, v. to hand up, to lift up onto top of
suva, v. to go into, to enter
suvab, n. adv. tomorrow
suvakil, v. to oppose, to resist, to counter in
speech
suvaking, v. to go across, to contravene
suvang, v. to enter, to contain, n. content
suvil, v. to lever
suvit, n. colibri-bird
suvot, v. to accommodate oneself
suvu, v. to use hand for eating
suzad, v. to lean (of tree), be slopy
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taag, n. NN of spirit
taam, v. to throw away
taan, v. to set trap, to get into position
taap, n. roofing plates, roof in general
tabang, v. to help, to assist
tabaong, v. to put on muzzle
tabarak, n. frog
tabas, v. to slip over edge
tabi, v. to shake hands, to greet one another
tabid, v. to make thread by unravelling cloth
tabil, v. to carry on one's back
tabui, v. to despise, to make a face, to mock
tabol, n. jelly fish (non-poisonous) colourless
tabpas, v. to crush
tabpil, v. to spit when talking
tabpo, v. to take into custody
tabpol, v. to doubt, to question a statement
tabu, v. to have ill health
tabuk, v. to oppose, to hate
tabul, v. to call, to allure spirits (by throwing
rice into air)
tadak, v. to open up wounds, furuncle
tadtak, v. to get lost, to loose one's way
taduk, n. vegetable, >totodukan uncooked
vegetables already prepared for cooking
tagad, n. hill rice field; v. managad to fell trees,
to clear jungle for ricefield
tagahas, n. name of tree
tagak, v. to loose, to get lost
tagal, adj. unnecessary
tagap, v. to be prepared, ready for war
tagarangon, n. name of tree (Mal. seraya)
tagas, n. cf. kanagasan =big rocks
tagup, v. to b e covered with, plated
tahak, v. to give
tahaluk, v. to meddle, to mix into other people's
matter
tahan, v. to keep back, to hold fast; v. intahan to
make known beforehand, to inform
tahapan, v. to cover up, to assist
tahas, v. to sieve, to select large ones, 2. to
blacken somebody, to put blame upon, cf. anenahasan of good reputation
tahata, n. fresh fish
tahu, v. to put aside
tahub, v. tumahub to stumble, to fall forwards
tahudi, v. to be behind, adv. after, later
tahum, adj. black, of dark colour, dep
tai, n. faeces
takabul, v. to be proud of, be arrogant
takad, v. to climb up a hill, n. hillside, adj. steep

takal, n. boar
takang, n. cf. tinakang shelter
takap, n. place where work takes place
takaran, adj. finished up, nothing left over
takas, v. to grow less, to make lower, to lower
something
takau, v. to steal
takub, v. to lie together as male and female
takong, n. sling for a broken bone
talab, v. to cover up, to keep secretly
talai, v. to be side by side (at work)
talaga, n. well, water hole; v. manalaga to make
a well, to dig a hole
talahas, v. to explain cf. tarang
talamas, n. rock in ground a single rock
talana, n. burned ricefield
talang, v. to uncover, to explain
talasan, v. to leave behind for nothing
talib, v. to pass, to surpass
talob, v. to go to the market
talou, v. to be a coward, adj. atalou cowardly
talung, v. to stay away, stay in jungle
tama, v. to be brave, be heroic
tamanang, n. person without child (childless)
tamanung, n. saltfish salted in one piece
tamba, v. to add. to contribute
tambaig, n. NN of spirit in water
tambal, v. to cut
tamban, n. fish without scales
tambang, n. deer
tambi, v. to meet
tambing, n. small verandah at house, joined to
building; v. manambing to make a verandah
tambul, v. to play gongs cf. >miagong
tambung, n. spear cf. t.do kolomontiai spear of
>K.
tamol, v. to grip with hand
tampan, n. platform on roof for offerings
tampak, n. swamp 2. rhinoceros
tampal, v. to put hand upon s.o.'s head
tampil, v. to mend a boat
tampong, v. to join, to gather, bring together
tamus, v. to eat with fingers
tana, n. land, soil, ground tana do sosogulian
paradise
tanda, n. symbol, sign
tandap, v. to cut grass
tandagas, v. to work single handed, work outside
the cooperative action in ricefield opp. >rogop
tandan, v. to go along with, wait for s.o.
tandapos, n. spear, spear-trap
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tandas, v. to be selected, adj. throughout
tandon, v. to arrange, to fix, to make fast, fasten
tanduk, v. to toss with horns, to gore
tanga, n. half, middle
tangal, v. to fix rope
tangga, n. bamboo as container for carrying
water, v. to lean forwards, be not vertical
tanggol, v. to fit to measure of same size
tanggom, v. to watch a sick person, guard s.o.
tanggung, v. to guarantee
tangkabo, v. to be taken by surprise
tangkal, v. to prop up
tangkahab, v. TUPAK for >tangkangap
tangkangap, v. to work without aim, also marry
without consideration, to do two things at once
tangkis, v. to cover, to care, to protect
tangkol, v. to carry on a pole (on both ends)
tangkong, adj. lame, v. to boot-lick s.o.
tangkub, v. to enlarge roof
tangkung, n. musical instrument made of bamboo
tangkus, v. to run, to speed
tangon, v. to tell legends, n. legend
tanid, adj. different
tanjong, n. bay
tanob, v. to disappear
tanod, adj. soft
tanok, v. to cook in one piece
tanom, v. to plant; n. totonomon seedlings
tantag, v. to shake dust off legs and feet
tantagas, v. to work only with family
tantangab, v. to start other work before finishing
first job
tantan, v. to forge, to smithe
tantap, v. to cut high grass, cut to its roots
tantom, n. space between floor-boards
tantu, adj. certain
tanus, v. to disappear adj. disappeared
tanzag, v. to spread out
tapap, v. to slap
tapas, n. bundle of crockery
tapi, n. woman's garment, skirt; v. manantapi to
dress with t.
tapis, v. tumapis to hit badly
tapos, adj. too short, shorter than suitable
tapung, n. flour cf. Mal. tepung
tapus, v. to build on to house (lengthen longhouse
tarab, v. to display oneself in order to win
favour try to catch attention, to out-do other
woman cf. beauty-contest)

taradai, v. to assert one's own importance, to
show off stand around without purpose
tarakas, v. to be clean
taran, adj. even, level
tarang, v. to make clear, to explain
tarantap, v. (of woman) not being choosey about
men
taras, adj. public
tari, v. to dance manari
tarik, v. to pull
tarip, v. to skin
taris, v. to go, run straight ahead
tarob, n. moon eclipse 2.NN of spirit eating
moon at t.-night
tarom, adj. sharp of edge, knife
taruk, adj. violett, lila
tasil, v. to uncover faults, to disclose faults, to
scold
tata, v. to split bark, bamboo
tatad, v. to be fit for s.thing
tatak, v. to separate, to open up (wound)
tatap, adj. straight, serious, faithful, true, v. to
be faithful
tatas, v. to cut wood; adj.atatas not being fit for
tatau, v. to diminish, to decrease (rain, clouds,
wind, hair)
tau, adj. unknown, exclamation of uncertainty
taud, v. to watch, to guard
tavahan, v. to invite, to shout to s.o. far off
taval, v. to address spirits cf. >mangaji, mangapou
tavid, v. to catch animal at legs
taviu, adj. owned by
tavos, n. sling
tavun, n. wood to be burned in ricefield; v.
mongintavun to burn wool in field
tazang, v. to take along with oneself a dog. or to
make accompany s.o., wife, etc.to far off place
tazon, adj. intended, by all means
tiag, v. to forbid
tiak, v. to pull in abdomen
tial, v. to be queer
tibang, adj.otibang suitable as concerning time,
v. to make things fitting into timetable
tibas, v. to cut with sword
tidong, v. to be steep
tigagang, v. to threaten
tigas, adj. few, sparsely
tigil, v. to suffer oppression, feel suppressed
tigog, v. to get surprise, get shocked
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tii, n. tick
tihang, n. mast of sail-boat
tihi, v. to rain in, to rain through, to leak
tiim, v. moniim to try
tikab, v. to fear, to tremble from fear
tikam, n. mat, v. to play cards for money
tikid, v. to do in turn, one after another; n. tikidtikidon cycle-wise
tila, v. to like eating
tilib, v. to drift, to be blown away
tilik, v. to break bones, (with magic power of
spirits)
tiliu, v. to straighten to align, to aim
tilom, n. matress
tilus, adj. insufficient, v. to live on vegetables
only, be left alone
timalag, v. to spread out
timbaal, v. to lie monimbaal
timbagos, n. string with knotes indicating age of
person, (mythical), for bridal price, days of feast,
v. to make knotes in string
timbak, v. to put on top, n. top (of hill, table)
timbalau, v. to abuse, to make use of goods
without paying for them
timbang, n. scale, v. monimbang to weigh, 2.
coastline of river or sea
timbaru, v. to acquire, to buy, to produce
timbuku, n. bun of hair (female)
timbun, n. dam of irrigation v. to make dam
timburulu, n. roof beam v. make beams
timbuu, v. to promise, to pretend a promise
timog, n. sheet for sleeping, cover
timpa, v. to answer, n. mousedeer
timpadang, adj. lie across, v. to put cross-wise
timpaha, n. small extra room in rice barn for
maize
timpan, v. to look, to see
timparok, n. peak, summit
timpu, n. task, agreement
timpudu, v. to explain to the last
timpuun, v. to begin, to start off cf. >puun
timpururu, n. crown of head (natural parting)
timpus, v. to suck
timung, v. to be in full numbers
tinabarag, n. small shelter in field
tinamasan, n. head wear, woven with golden
threads
tinampaku, n. carvings, engravings on worship
place
tinangaban, n. carrying basket for male, with
wooden cover

tinapit, n. bracelet
tindak, v. to jump, to leap
tindal, n. land, ground opp. sea, water; v.
tumindal to land, go back to own village,
tindangon, n. drying place for tobacco
tindok, v. to make holes
tindolou, n. treetop, crown of tree
tindu, n. female deer
tinduk, n. peninsula; v. moninduk to bite (of
snake)
tingab, v. to swallow, 2nd; to breathe one's last
breath
tingaha, v. to look upwards, stare up into sky
tingan, v. to be possible
tinganu, v. to commit suicide
tinggazan, n. main stream river
tinggizan, n. axle of propeller, fan
tinggol, n. pearl chain, necklece, beads
tingguut, n. NN of spirit
tingkan, v. to answer, to reply, to echo, to
resound
tingkang, n. sleeping floor on verandah
tingkas, v. to break into pieces (of boat, ship)
tingkau, v. to bounce, to respond, to throw back
tingkol, v. to spin
tingkolomus, v. to tighten a fast knot
tingkorod, n. roll of fat on body (especially
babies)
tingkos, v. to fulfill, to finalize, to complete
tingkoub, v. to turn over, upside down
tingod, v. to select
tingou, adj.v. upright, put upwards, to stick out
tinguluvan, cf. ulu n. place which is higher in
family room (to rest head on when sleeping
tingulun, v. to greet as dog one's master; n.
tiningulun puppet, image, sample
tingus, v. to clean nose
tiniirodopon, v. to sleep to death, n. sleeping
sickness
tinong, v. tuminong to comer to house of bride;
moninong 2. to call chicks
tinsuk, v. to poke in one's eye
tintingon, v. to start quarrel
tinukul, n. brass container
tinuo, n. bee's nest, honey comb
tintin, v. to stand tip-toe
tipos, v. to get out of sight, go away
tipu, v. to break, fig. to deceive
tirai, v. to stick out, to last to the end
tirap, adj. alert, n. alertness
tirapus, n. bottle
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tiri, v. to leak, to drop (water of roof,
tiridoi, v. mintiridoi to stand upright (of maize,
people)
tirizan, n. nobility, opp. tutuzan
tiropuson, n. river (legendary)
tiru, v. to last adj. lasting
tiruvan, n. staple for net making v. to make net
tisop, v. to hammer in small nails
tisuk, adj. experienced
titiu, n. lamp, torch, v. to give light
titizukan, n. flesh near backbone
tivak, n. palm tree, fan palm; v. monivak to get
cor of palmtree trunk as vegetable
tivas, adj. unable to meet
tivuru, n. sign for ricefield
tizag, v. to throw about
tizan, n. stomach, abdomen kitizan pregnant
tizas, v. to spread, to sprinkle
tizuk, v. to take out, to dig out
tobiruk, n. waterbear
toboi, v. to join conversation, to speak about
s.th.
tobok, v. to understand, to go to heart
tobon, v. to close, to shut door
tobou, n. spinning top
tobping, v. to attack, to assault
tobpus, n. NN of spirit
tobu, n. sugar cane
tobuk, v. to operate, to make incision
tobung, v. to mix with others of different races
toburan, n. name of bird
toburi, n. horn, musical instrument, made of buffalo horn
toburus, v. to hate, to curse in anger
tobus, v. to buy something valuable
tobuvan, n. small dove
todok, v. to prick with needle or finger, syringe;
n. 2nd of >kusai male opp.>ondu>viis female
todon, v. to accompany,
todong, n. deep sleep
todu, v. to come to an end (rain, wind)
toduk, v. to be sick for a long period
todul, v. to put crosswise
todung, v. to get close, get near
todzoho, conj. How can it be! Impossible!
togiging, v. to despise
toginggit, n. dirt of body like scales
togilok, v. to do the wrong way round
togimozo, v. to look after, to care for
togizok, n. water container, made of bamboo (for
field)

togivis, n. handle of s.th.
togkol, n. precious stone
togob, v. to capsize, to sink (of boat)
togod, v. to be angry about, to hate; n.
katagadan hatred, anger
togok, v. to drink to the dregs 2. to call chicks
togol, adj. rusty, n. rust v. to rust
togon, adj. slowly growing
togonok, n. fly
togu, v. to be sharp, to penetrate (of cutting tool
togui, v. to live long
togumamal, n. name of tree and village
togung, n. binding material
toguvang, v. to be in front, to confront; n.
toguvangon face of
tohiang, v. to discord, to change order, to
interfere with order, work against general rules
tohirod, v. to stretch out after sleep, to yawn
tohok, v. to loose
tohol, v. to remain, to stay behind
tohonok, v. to adopt
tohopoi, n. name of tree
tohos, v. to stop (of rain)
tohugi, v. to blow into, to blow up
tohumo, v. to assist, to helpwith working alongside
tohung, n. kind of jellyfish
tohungkoi, v. to keep in mind, to remember
tohuru(von) v. to add to quarrel, encourage
tokin, v. to become son/daugther in law
tokis, v. to jump,
tokon, v. to throw spear
tokop, v. to cover
tokulan, n. heavy cough
tokuvan, n. inner shell of coconut, v. to shave
head bold as a >tokuvan
tolibu, v. to escape
tolid, v. to sprout again (of tree, plant)
tolidung, adj. short, low
tolikod, adj. difficult(of a person) cf. >ohigong
tolikud, v. to attack from behind 2. to turn away
from s.b., turn one's back
tolingo, n. ear,
tolinting, v. to make a seam
tolinok, v. to attack from behind
tolinunsud, v. to do every day, do regularly
tolios, v. to be attentive
tolis, v. to have, speak with high pitched voice
tolon, v. to swallow
tolong, v. to submerge, to dive in water
tolud, adj. high
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tolunda, v. to advise, to counsel cf. >tunda
tolunung, v. to associate, to join
toluod, v. to care for, to look after
tolutu, n. name of tree
tolutug, tn. sty for pigs, made of poles put into
ground as a fence (upright)
tombibid, v. to wring out
tombil, v. to sew
tombilod, n. kind of rice (small pieces in rice)
tombing, n. coast near sea, edge of river
tombiruvo, n. NN of spirit of deceased
tombol, v. to cover, n. lid, cover
tomboliun, n. typhoon
tomborungus, n. reclaimed land from sea
tombudu, v. to encircle, to close in on s.o.
tombud, v. to be prominent (of teeth)
tombun, n. kite 2. point near sea, projecting into
sea
tombung, n. kind of wood
tomihi, v. to prejudice, to wrong s.o.
tomod, v. to intend, n. intention
tomon, v. to rejoice
tomou, adj. green
tompa, n. shoe
tomping, v. to make people go on, to push them
on
tompiri, v. to turn a stick for making fire
tompik, v. to turn
tompirok, n. NN of spirit of bad influence on
women
tompisik, v. to shake fingers dry
tompok, v. to be blunt, be cut across, flat
tompul, v. to be disliked
tompurung, v. to dig out with roots, n. hard shell
of coconut
tompuzung, v. to carry together (two or four)
tomui, n. small peninsula, promontary
tomuk, adj. pale, fearful, afraid
tomut, v. to make offerings in jungle,
tondog, n. top of fish pot; v. monontog to mend,
make tight (kettle, boat, pot)
tondongon, v. to sing funny songs
tondos, v. to blame, to suspect, to distrust
tonduk, v. to put into ground (a post)
tondugu, v. to carve
tonggilan, n. name of tree
tonggiling, n. embroidery
tonggoi, v. to go abroad for a longer period,
return after fulfilling task or purpose 2. plant at
two places
tongi, adj. hight pitched (of voice)

tongkihal, v. to fall, to glide, to slip
tongkod, v. to press together adj. short-bodied
tongkop, v. to fill up, to fill, to cover everything
tongkud, v. to be bent (of little people), n. sun
spots
tongkung, n. name of bamboo with thorns
tongob, adj. suffocated from fruitwater (of newborn) 2. speechless from anger
tongod, v. to refrain from expressing wish
tongol, adj. too salty, oversalted 2.n. nearest
relationship
tongung, n. small squirrel
tongus, v. to blow (of wind, s torm)
tonibung, n. name of palmtree near tidal river
toning, v. to be close, be near
tonob, v. to disappear, to go down (of sun,
moon) sink
tonok, v. to spear
tontob, v. to touch
tontod, v. to stop, to end
tontog, v. to play with gongs, in rhythm
tontol, v. to get stuck in mud, to be set
tontom, n. name of tree, 2. floor beam adj.
steady, firm, v. to make obey
tontorok, n. name of bird
tontula, v. to oppose parent's will
tonus, n. torchlight for smoking bees
tood, v. to be slow, adj.
topi, n. head wear, lid
topiri, v. to belong to, to join,
topirik, n. snake
topis, n. pancake
topik, v. to jump, fig. to chance subject in talk
topod, n. left overs
topong, v. to measure
topot, adj.conj. true, but
topu, v. to cover
topuli, v. to redeem pawned articles
topug, adj. brittle (of steel)
topuk, v. to cut open abdomen, to operate
topuran, adj. rained at
tori, v. to win
torima, v. to receive, cf. terima kaseh (Mal)
torindak, v. to be on top of; n. torindak tizu
name of tree
torinis, v. to slip off centre (in splitting wood)
torinsuk, v. to travel about, be a tramp
toro, v. monoro to be, get close, to trouble
toron, v. mintoron to stay at, be at home, 2. to
stop doing, going, working; adj. otoron at home,
indoor, present
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torodong, v. to be straight in ground , vertical
toronong, v to come get close, to get near to
torontog, v. to straighten, bring into upright
position
toru, n. thorns, spiked bones of fish
torungak, v. to face, to meet face to face
torungku, v. to put into prison, to jail, n. jail,
prison
toruntud, v. to rely on, to take responsibility, to
carry
toruntut, n. vertebra, spinal cord
torusan, n. current of sea at river mouth
torutuk, v. to tap or knock earthenware in order
to test soundness
tosino, n. female deer
totod, n. v. heel, mitotod> to go together, catch
up with o.a.; tatad minan being close (couple,
age)
totok, v. to cut, to shorten path, adj. tight, tensioned ototok o sogo>stressed,
totol, adj. tight
toton, n. hearth stone, armadillo
totop, v. to reshape knife, to smithy
totsok, v. to spear, to punch
toun, n. year
toup, v. to be covered with, to be roofed cf.
>taap
tovil, n. beetle
tozibu, adj. cf. tolibu escaped (Rungus Hopud)
tozog, v. to swim
tozupo, v. monozupo to assist, to help cf.
>tumabang
tubpo, v. to fall unto face, to lean onto
tubu, v. to hold arms on hips, akimbo
tudoi, v. to increase pain (spirit makes sickness
worse)
tudu, v. to touch s.o.
tuduk, v. monuduk to show, to point out, to
teach
tudung, v. to look downwards
tugoling, adj. vexed
tuhak, v. to prod, to poke upwards with stick
tuhomon, n. fist, hand
tuhop, v. to jump into water
tuhun, v. to go down hill, go to market; n.
tuhunan place of regular market
tuju, v. to be true, be real, honest, to agree cf.
unopod opp. akanggau
tukad, n. stairs, ladder, v. to fit in between
tukal, v. to change money(Mal), n. name of tree
(coriphera)

tuku, v. to bow,
tukung, n. mosquito
tulai, v. to project
tulak, v. to sail against wind, (be unfriendly)
tulang, n. bone, stem; n. tinulangon jungle with
thick timber
tulid, adj. straight
tulidan, n. rice wine prepared for deceased (also
other articles like pots, pans, )
tuliou, adj. thirsty
tulud, v. to fly
tului, c. to collide
tuluk, v. to fulfill, to complete
tulung, n. brook, underneath surface river; v.
monulung to help, to assist, cf. Mal. tolong
tulunon, n. guest seat in longhouse
tumbaga, n. copper
tumbak, n. head of spear (craftmanlike made)
tumbozo, v. to obey, to follow,
tumbui, c. to be enough (of quality, size)
tumo, n. louse, lice, on body
tumorindak, n. NN of deity cf. >torindak=
stronghold of place
tumpalak, adj. direct, open, straight forward of
speech
tumpok, n. post, support, prop; v. monumpok to
support, to prop up
tumpos, v. to plant rice by filling holes with rice
tumpu, n. title of <Islamic leader or ruler, v. to
be used to, accustomed to, be tame
tumpug, v. to heap up, to collect, to gather
tumpung, n. container of bamboo for afterbirth
tunau, adj. smooth
tunda, v. to settle, to bring up, to guide, to lead
on the right track, root, to pull after, to tow, n.
the drawn one, the one in tow
tundak, v. to get grey hair
tunduk, v. to surrender
tundus, v. to match
tungag, v. to get up, to rise
tungang, v. to be caught in despair
tungani, v. monungani to go one's own way, own
choice
tungap, n. fish
tungau, n. leech in jungle
tunggal, n. Mal. single shot, child , fruit
tunggol, n. post or flag hoisted; v. monunggol to
put up upright
tunggul, n. flag (bondira cf. Mal. bendera
tungkamang, n. spider; v. monungkamang to
crawl like sp. (on all four like baby)
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tungkap, v. to report, to pass on news, show
samples
tungkirad, v. to blow open, of door, roof, by
wind
tungkui, n. 2nd for >obuk =hair
tungkus, v. ito inherit; n. tinungkusan heritage
tungol, v. to get up
tungongis, v. to rest in a shady place
tungub, v. to fall onto face
tungu, n. sauce of vegetable or meat
tuntug, v. to pour out, to water plants
tuntuvad, v. to turn head over heels, be upside
down
tuno, adj. otuno not finishing speech, sentence
tunob, n. section
tunou, adj. solid, (no holes)
tunu, v. to grill, to smoke over fire
tunui, v. to offer
tuo, v. to grow old, adj. otuo =old
tuod, n. stump of tree; v. mongintuod to take
stumps out of ground
tuog, v. to cut, make too short; notuog-tuog
shortened shorter than required
tupa, v. to fit, to be enough, to suit
tupak, v. to be across river, valley, to go across,
n. place on other side of river Tupak =Bengkoka
turidong, adj. vertical; v. monuridong to get up
turubuk, v. to encircle, to fix upon
turog, v. n. tumurog be sprinkled red and white
(of child)
turug, v. to turn round
turupung, n. binocular, tool for closer
examination
turus, n. stick for tying boat like anchor or
mooring, v. to secure boat near edge of water
turut, v. to give in, to agree, to submit
tutu, v. to pound rice cf. rodos)
tutud, v. to burn off, clearing of field
tutuk, v. to go round, to encircle
tutumolong, n. NN of spirit which makes people
get lost in jungle
tutun, v. to recognize (intutun); v. tumutun
marital intercourse (of girl accepting husband;
mitutun marital intercourse
tuturan, n. tale, story; v. monuturan to tell a
tale, to record, to report
tutusan, n. plebs, opp.>tirizan
tutut, v. to encourage
tuu, adj.v. dry, to make dry
tuud, adj. fine, accurate
tuung, n. box, case

tuvad, v. to galopp (of horse, buffalo)
tuvana, adj. openly, direct, uncovered
tuvis, adj. congruent, same on both sides; v.
mituvis to be symmetrical
tuvo, n. liane
tuvong, adj. dark; n. mituvong dark clouds
tuvus, adj. empty, finished
ubas, v. to be used to, get used, to train,
ubat, n. medicine, fertilizer, battery etc.
ubil, n. measles
ubu, v. to bring a lie to light, to uncover
udamus, v. to live on others, fig. to eat people
udan, v. to load onto
udizo, v. to question, to ask (2nd for >duat
Ranau
udou, v. to melt
udung, v. to plant
udut, v. to be prominent, to stick out (nail, eye)
ugad, v. to frighten off animals
ugal, v. to disturb, to muddle up
uham, v. to annoint, to smear
uhang, v. to get angry, to affront cf. m okimalun
uhat, n. blood vessel
uhod, v. to turn away from
uhok, v. to pray, to ask for
uhol, n. joint of bones
uhomon, n. handback, fist
uhot, v. to sell cheaply
uhub, v. to make smoke for driving off insects
uhup, v. to join in buying, buy together
uji, v. monguji to praise, to teach
ukab, n. ukab-ukab rice container, v. to open cf.
sukab
ukad, v. to dig out
ukas, v. to make offerings for deceased
ukob, v. to dislocate (lock, limbs, hinges)
ukumohung, n. hill river
ula, v. to bear fruit, be fruitful, have results
ulam, v. to mix with one another
ulas, n. disappointment
ulau, v. to be mad, crazy, mentally disturbed
uli, v. muli to go, come home; n. ulion, guardian,
headman, president=the one one goes to
ulit, v. to sprout
ulod, v. to use flute
ulok, v. to thresh rice with feet
ulong, v. to marry a relation (impulong); mongulong 2.to kill brother/ sister
ulu, n. head, handle
ulud, to be fine, smooth make smooth
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ulodon, n. name of joist in house, underfloor
boards
uma, v. to be sufficient koma enough
umau, n. oil, fat cf. >lunok; v. mongumau to
fatten, to grease
umba, v. to plan, to make plan, to scetch, to
propose
umbadi, n. NN of Deity cf. > sorupai
umbal, v. to go to war
umbang, v. to hit well, be fortunate, bring
together, 2.to prepare properly, to arrange well
umbasih, v. to do good, cf. >vasih
umbohung, v. to roar of wind
umbun, n. native medicine
umo, v. to plant hill rice, general term for the
whole planting season from clearing jungle until
harvest
umos, n. perspiration, sweat 2.firs t part of rice
wine, v. to perspire, to sweat
umpadan, v. to seek own fortune at cost of
others
umpai, v. to make ready beforehand cf. >sodia
umpakai, v. to decorate
umpalad, v. to seek own profit fig. put hands on
s.th.
umpatod, n. preface, introduction, v. to prepare
tale beforehand
umpayan, n. brass container with lid
umpongus, v. mongumpongus to cover with lid,
cover up
umpug, v. to meet, to join, to get together, to
gather; n. piumpugan gathering, congregation
umul, n. age
unang, v. to interfere
unanang, v. to make trouble
undaliu, v. to ferment, to change flavour
undang, v. to get ready to run, speak; n. undang-undang custom, order, rule, tradition
undop, v. to hide, to withdraw, to keep unseen
undorong, v. to stay, to live, to abide cf.
>intoron
undoros, v. to be sleepy
unduk-unduk, n. sea-horse
undundu, n. physical heart
unga, v. to cry, of baby, or buffalo
ungarak, n. noise of wood breaking
unggou, v. to repeat, to recur of disease, badness, fate
unggung, v. to grow at an angle adj. leaning,
sloping
ungkalad, v. to open leaf (of flower)

ungkama, n. spider cf. tungkama
ungkasut, v. to unroll (of sling, snake, ) unwind
ungkazas, v. to live in heaps (as ants, bees,
snakes)
ungkazut, v. to get up (of person)get ready to go
ungkohos, n. sound of wind in tree branches; v.
mongungkohos to sound, whistle as wind in tree
ungkon, v. to boil salt
ungorok, n. noise of glass breaking
uni, v. to make, give a sound, n, sound
uningou, n. echo
unoi, v. to find an excuse, to be not keen on s.th.
unongol, v. to start bearing fruit after flowering
unopod, v. to have character, to be honest
unsopot, v. to be pleased, be happy
unta, n. camel
untilik, n. crab
untu, n. upper end of trunk, tree, v. to cut off end
of tree
untud, n. shrub
untun, v. to heap at root, to gather near bottom
or post
unturu, n. finger
uog, v. to consider, to think
upakat, v. to discuss, to agree on
upan, v. to feed, to bait n. bait
upas, v. to open fruits (coconuts)
upi, v. to sleep noisily (snoring), n. one piece of
(leaf, cf. >osu)
upou, adj. 2nd for broken >babak
upu, n. part of necklace, having fallen out; v.
mongupu to pluck fruit
upus, v. to regret, to grieve, to mourn
urali, n. nose flute v. to play >u.
urarang, v. to chase away, to deny access, to
prohibit 2. to forbid quarreling
uras, v. to scatter
uratom, v. to set one's teeth
uravung, n. flower pollen
uri, v. to pay back, to avenge
uriris, v. to plant, or start quarrel, encourage
quarrel
uripon, n. slave, servant v. monguripon to
enslave
uripos, n. parrot
urolizon, n. river
urolu, n. rope over ricefield or fruit tree to chase
off birds
urongou, n. name of fish in fresh water
urongous, n. snout of pig
uroros, v. monguroros neg. >amu mongu.=
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doing bad in order to reach aim
uru, v. to cure
urudang, n. spear trap
urug, v. to make, to create, to fit
urun, n. swarm of bees or hornets, flies sitting on
food; v. mongurun to mourn, to be sad,
urung, v. to fall out, come off (of pearls or
grain)
uru(v), v. to be pleased, satisfied about other`s
misfortune
usam, v. to insult s.o. to belittle
usan-usan, n. orphant
usang, v. to use for seeds, to take as seedling
usiba, v. to look down upon, to despise
usig, v. to bark (of dog)
using, n. cat
usok, v. to scorn, to despise
usuk, v. to suck in
usul, n. history; v. mongusul to tell of past time
usu(v), v. to give birth
utal, v. to throw with a rope
utang, n. debts, v. mongutang to make debts
utatang, v. to pretent, to make believe
utig, v. to enquire cf. >tuding
utip, v. to be sparing with food, having plenty
utok, n. brain,
utu, v. to pluck fruit
utuk, n. place between, piutukan mato =nose
uul, v. to suck thumb
uus, v. to suck sugarcane
uva, n. fruit general term, v. monguva to bear
fruit
uvab, v. to yawn
uvak, v. to split open (cf. lumaas)
uvang, v. to howl (of dog), 2. to start clearing a
ricefield
uvas, v. to follow hunting
uvil, v. miuvil
uvou, n. bottom, floor, uvou do hakod -do rahat
uvun, v. to steam
uza, v. to pour out, to pour away
uzakat, v. to get root for poisoning fish
uzog, n. calf
uzok, v. to make a sound
uzung, v. to hunt, to drive animals into trap

vagas, n. husked rice cf. 2nd >hinodok
vagat, adj. heavy
vagu, adj. new v. mongimvagu to make new
vaha, n. carbuncle cf. >kurizap
vahang, n. thread
vahat, n. beam of house under roof
vaig, n. water
vakau, n. liane in jungle, undergrowth
vakil, n. kind of wood with fruit
valad, v. to open up, to spread out Cf. >palad
valahan, n. kind of grass
valai, n. house cf. >binatang longhouse; v.
muvalai to make a house
valang, v. to speak clearly, speak intelligibly be
outspoken
valatik, n. spear trap
valiu, v. to change position, to move
valun, adj. useless
vanas, adv. early in the morning
vangal, v. to measure circumference, n. size of
pig measured with span between fingers
vangun, n. nature, n. vinangun, creation, 2.
character of a person; v. n. Minamangun NN of
Creator of the Universe
vangus, v. to be breathless
vangug, adj. rotten, smelly cf. >ovunos
vanit, n. poison cf. >kavanit
vansuk, v. to put into ground, to reach ground
vantad, adj. slim
vantai, v. to be across, to put acros s cf. >rantai,
adj. level
vantang, adj. nice, beautiful, fine
vantas, adj. olivantas unfinished work
vantul, adj. inconvenient, difficult to carry or
manage
vanus, adj. mild, smooth, meek, tender
vanzul, v. to be broken openly, open fracture
varan, n. scar from wound, weal mark on body
varis, n. relation, relatives
varo, n. there is, there are
vasih, v. to be beautiful, be good adj. good,
beautiful
vasoi, n. axe in Momogun-Fashion
vatou, v. to plait making mats or baskets
vatsak, adj.v. speaking without thinking,
thoughtless speech
vatu, n. stone; vatu masap coal
vaval, adj. broken of leg, wood which is
splintered
vaza, v. to follow the route, to go along
vazau, adj. peaceful, free, accepted

vaal, v. to do, to make cf. >baal
vadan, n. 2nd for >inan body
vadang, n. stem of grass
vadsak, v. to talk insultingly, to hurt by talking
vadzul, v. to trespass, to split
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vazug, cf. vinazug 2nd for >bobolizan =priestess
viang, n. jaw
viha, n. vegetable
viis, v. to split, to cut into sections, 2nd for >ondu=female
vikul, v. to make round, to rounden, n. reed near
sea for making baskets
viliu, v. to throw away after being scared, to turn
away from
vingkal, v. to draw knife or sword
vingkat, v. to bleed afterwards (after birth)
vingon, v. to favour relatives
vinsil, n. splinter, splint
vinsoi, n. axe cf. >vasoi
virud, v. to make a hole with knife
vitil, n. hunger adj. ovitil hungry, vitilon
vizau, adj. satisfied, not hungry
vodung, adj. smelly, rotten
vogok, n. pig
vogui, adj. revived
vokis, v. to flick
vokok, n. dam, v. to make dam
vokon, adj. different, other
vokou, adj. full, same, equal, square
voli, v. to exchange
volit, n. boundary, cf. >pangarantaban; v.
momolit to make boundaries
volos, n. valuables
vondoi, v. to crawl, to creep (of snakes,
undergrowth
vongi, adj. sweet-scented
vongking, n. bug
vongo, v. to be surprised
vonod, n. juice of plant or fruit
vonsoi, v. 2nd of >gama to work, to make
vorid, v. to talk in mysterious words, speak in
concealed language in order to discriminate
vorilang, n. sacrum bone
vorilong, v. to loose into deep water, drop into
deep water
vorok, adj. grey
vorun, v. to make earthenware
vosoi, n. hill brook(with rocks)
votik, n. pattern, figures in weaving, plaiting
votis, n. calf of leg
votong, v. to harvest unripe fruit
voug, v. to wash with water
vovol, v. to cut to and fro with sickle
vovos, v. to throw with strength
vozo, v. to follow, to go along with, to
accompany

vozuh, adj. uninterested
vudukut, v. to curl up (as snake)
vudut, v. to lie, to speak untruth
vuhau, v. to sweep v. vuvuhau broom
vukat, v. to be caught in own trap
vukok, v. to get disturbed, troubled,
vuku, n. link cf. >langod
vulai, v. to talk, to speak in trance
vulanut, n. snake
vulu, n. hair
vundat, adj. pulled, torn
vunduk, v. to pull down,
vungkaza, v. to bring to surface, uncover
vunos, adj. sour, fermented
vunsut, v. to fall through
vuntun, n. incense, v. to burn i.
vunus, adj. unconscious
vuros, n. face
vurus, v. to be slippery
vurusud, v. to slip down the hill
vusak, n. flower
vusung, v. to explode because of breaking taboo
vutak, n. mud, adj. muddy
vutong, v. adj. to smell, smelly
vutun, n. porcupine
vutus, v. to pull out
vutsu, v. to mislead
vuu, v. to accompany for some distance, not too
far
vuval, v. to sinch
vuvu, v. to make bold
wakil, n. assistent, delegate, deputy (Mal)
zami, adj. cool
zaza, n. toy for children
zazad, v. to spread all over (news)
zazak, v. to open, to untie
zazamu, n. legendary animal with enormous tail;
nokopuhus-oku do zazamu, much ado without
nothing
zazi, n. janji, agreement, treaty
zazo, v. to care for children
zingga, v. to be healthy
zingo, adj. quiet, silent (no people, no sound)
ziut, v. to loose first teeth modziut
zizi, adj. endless, continuously
zongis, n. small moth, adj. very wet, wet
throughout
zongou, adj. vast, destroyed, empty
zopos, adj. wet
zuhas, v. to break metal
zuhu, v. to keep the good, giving away the bad
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one
zuzu, v. to slide, n. landslide
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